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Good education is a general social concern in many countries (cf. Drechsel, Prenzel, & Seidel, 2009). This concern is emphasized by increasing political interest in educational outcomes, first and foremost, in school students’ learning outcomes (i.e., achievement; e.g., Brookhart, 2011; Drechsel et al., 2009; Organisation for Economic Co-operation and Development (OECD), 2013). A pivotal means to good education and students’ learning outcomes is instruction that is effective in terms of students’ learning (Gage & Needels, 1989). Instruction is of major interest because it can be modified to improve education. To do so, it is necessary to know as to what forms of instruction are effective. Moreover, it is necessary to know as to which mechanisms make these forms of instruction effective (e.g., Gage & Needels, 1989; Lipowsky, 2009; Smith & Ragan, 2005). A recent synthesis of meta-analyses (Hattie, 2009) has documented that there, indeed, is much scientific interest in forms of instruction that optimally foster learning. Hattie (2009) synthesized meta-analyses that examine influences on the learning outcomes of school-aged students. In Hattie’s synthesis (2009), two chapters that summarize 365 meta-analyses are exclusively devoted to influences from different “teaching approaches” (e.g., p. 161), that is, from forms of instruction.

This doctoral thesis contributes to the research on effective instruction and the mechanisms at work within these forms of instruction. It examines one-on-one human tutoring, which has been found to be a very effective form of instruction (for an overview, cf. Chi, Siler, Jeong, Yamauchi, & Hausmann, 2001; Graesser, D’Mello, & Cade, 2011). More precisely, in the doctoral thesis the assessments and the assessment accuracy of tutors in one-on-one tutoring are studied. Assessments and assessment accuracy of instructors are deemed central mechanisms with regard to the effectiveness of instruction (e.g., Black & Wiliam, 1998; Furtak et al., 2008; Klug, Bruder, Kelava, Spiel, & Schmitz, 2013; Van de Pol, Volman, & Beishuizen, 2010; Vogt & Rogalla, 2009; Wiliam, Lee, Harrison, & Black, 2004).

**Tutoring – An Effective Form of Instruction**

In this doctoral thesis, *tutoring* is defined as a form of instruction where a human instructor (i.e., a *tutor*) teaches *one* learner (i.e., a *tutee*) on some subject matter. Moreover, the tutor is defined to be *more knowledgeable* about the subject matter than the tutee. The focus of interest is on the tutee’s learning. This form of tutoring has to be distinguished from
computer tutoring where the tutee is taught by an artificial tutoring system (e.g., VanLehn, 2011). It also has to be distinguished from (small) group tutoring where one tutor teaches several learners (e.g., Schmidt, & Moust, 1995). In this doctoral thesis, tutoring is, furthermore, distinguished from peer tutoring. In peer tutoring, a learner teaches another learner and the focus of interest often is on the learning of both peers. However, there are no sharp boundaries, neither between the concepts of tutoring and peer tutoring (cf. the typology by Topping, 1996, 2005) nor between the lines of research that examine these forms of instruction (cf. Chi et al., 2001; P.A. Cohen, Kulik, & Kulik, 1982).

In Germany, tutoring is mostly conceptualized and implemented as private tutoring (Haag, 2010). Thus, it is conceived of as instruction that is provided outside of regular education at school. Nevertheless, private tutoring is not the only implementation of tutoring (cf. e.g., P. A. Cohen et al., 1982, for tutoring as a substitute to classroom instruction; Lonigan & Whitehurst, 1998, for parents tutoring their pre-school children).

Evidence for the Effectiveness of Tutoring

Research has found tutoring to be a very effective form of instruction (Bloom, 1984; Elbaum, Vaughn, Hughes, & Moody, 2000; Ritter, Barnett, Denny, & Albin, 2009; VanLehn, 2011). To test for its effectiveness, tutoring has usually been compared with classroom instruction or with other forms of instruction (P. A. Cohen et al., 1982; VanLehn, 2011). Effect sizes reported for the effectiveness of tutoring in terms of a tutee’s learning vary between approximately 0.4 and 2.0 standard deviations (Chi et al., 2001; Graesser et al., 2011). J. Cohen (1988) interpreted effect sizes of 0.2 standard deviations as small, effect sizes of 0.5 standard deviations as medium, and effect sizes of 0.8 standard deviations as large. According to this interpretation, tutoring yields medium to large effects on a tutee’s learning.

Tutoring by tutors with particular training in teaching or teaching experience (i.e., *experienced tutors*) is sometimes reported with effect sizes between 0.8 and 2.0 standard deviations to be more effective than tutoring by tutors without particular training in teaching or without teaching experience (i.e., *inexperienced tutors*). For inexperienced tutors average effect sizes of 0.4 standard deviations have been reported (for an overview, see Graesser et al., 2011). Inexperienced tutors can be, for example, parents, older peers, volunteers from the community, or university students (e.g., Chi et al., 2001; Graesser et al., 2011; Ritter et al., 2009; VanLehn, 2011). Experienced tutors can be, for example, classroom teachers, graduate students, university teachers, or professional tutors (e.g., Chi,
Roy, & Hausmann, 2008; Lehman, D’Mello, Cade, & Person, 2012; Putnam, 1987). However, there are only few studies that employ experienced tutors. Moreover, definitions of what constitutes an experienced tutor vary between studies. Thus, evidence on the effectiveness of different tutors is still inconclusive and deserves further study (Graesser et al., 2011; Lehman et al., 2012; VanLehn, 2011).

**Approaches to the Study of Tutoring**

Knowing that tutoring is effective leaves the question unanswered as to why it is effective. Graesser et al. (2011) have identified three approaches of research to answering this question. The first approach relates general characteristics of the subject matter, the tutee, the tutor and the structure of the tutoring session to the learning of a tutee (e.g., P. A. Cohen et al., 1982; Elbaum et al., 2000; Ritter et al., 2009; Wasik, & Slavin, 1993). Studies that adopt this approach, for example, examine the effectiveness of tutoring by tutors with varying levels of instructional training or instructional experience (e.g., Elbaum et al., 2000; Wasik, & Slavin, 1993). The second approach conducts in-depth analyses of the structures and processes of tutoring sessions (e.g., Cade, Copeland, Person, & D’Mello, 2008; Chi et al. 2008; Chi et al., 2001; Graesser, Person, & Magliano, 1995; McArthur, Stasz, & Zmuidzinas, 1990; Putnam, 1987; VanLehn, Siler, Murray, Yamauchi, & Baggett, 2003). The third approach manipulates activities of tutors and tests the effect of the manipulation on a tutee’s learning (e.g., Blom-Hoffman, O’Neil-Pirozzi, Volpe, Cutting, & Bissinger, 2006; Chi et al., 2001; Whitehurst et al., 1988).

Results of the second approach are particularly informative because one learns about the mechanisms that work within tutoring and that assumedly make tutoring effective. Knowledge about these mechanisms is essential when we want to even improve tutoring. This knowledge is also essential when we study tutoring to draw conclusions for other forms of instruction with the aim of making them more effective (e.g., classroom instruction; cf., Haag, 2010).

**Important Structures and Processes in a Tutoring Session**

*The Tutoring Dialogue Frame.* Studies in line with the second approach have deemed the structure of the tutoring dialogues within one tutoring session important for tutoring effectiveness. More precisely, these studies have observed that certain communication processes are embedded into this structure. These communication processes, in turn, are
seen as an important key to the effectiveness of tutoring (Cade et al., 2008; Chi et al., 2001; Graesser et al., 1995; VanLehn et al., 2007).

Assumedly due to the one-on-one situation (Snow & Swanson, 1992), the dialogues between a tutor and a tutee are more expanded than are dialogues in classroom situations. In class, the teacher usually, first, asks an initiating question about a given topic or problem, second, the student responds, and third, the tutor evaluates the correctness of the response giving short feedback (IRE; Mehan, 1979). In tutoring, there is a fourth and a fifth step (5-step dialogue frame; Graesser et al., 1995, p. 504). Fourth, tutor and tutee exchange several contributions to improve the response the tutee gave in the second step. The exchanges can be very interactive in nature. That is, the tutor gives feedback on a tutee’s contribution or scaffolds the tutee to elicit new constructive responses from a tutee (Chi, 2009; Hmelo-Silver & Barrows, 2006). Scaffolding refers to a tutor’s contributions such as questions or hints that are aimed at helping the tutee to proceed in a line of reasoning or in a task that the tutee would not be able to accomplish alone (Chi et al., 2001; Van de Pol et al., 2010). The exchanges can also be less interactive in nature. This is the case when the tutor predominantly provides instructional explanations (Chi, 2009). Fifth, the tutor assesses whether the tutee has understood the response. Usually the tutor takes the responsibility for the progression through the dialogue (Chi et al., 2001; Graesser et al., 1995).

Opportunities for the Tutor to Assess a Tutee’s Understanding. The extended dialogue about a single topic or problem provides tutors with several opportunities to assess a tutee’s understanding. These opportunities can occur during the third step, the fifth step and, particularly, during the fourth step of the tutoring dialogue frame. The more interactive a tutor organizes the exchanges during the fourth step the more opportunities to assess a tutee’s understanding arise in the course of the exchanges. This is because a tutor can learn what a tutee does and does not know from the tutee’s responses to a tutor’s interactive contributions, for example, from the answer to a tutor’s question (Chi, 2009; Hmelo-Silver & Barrows, 2006).

Assessing a tutee’s understanding should enable the tutor to adapt instruction to the tutee’s current understanding on a moment-to-moment basis (Snow & Swanson, 1992; Van de Pol et al., 2010). The more thoroughly a tutor assesses a tutee’s understanding the better this tutor should be able to adapt instruction. The effectiveness of tutoring is partly ascribed to its adaptiveness on a moment-to-moment basis (Snow & Swanson, 1992;
Graesser et al., 2011; Lehmann et al., 2012; see Chi & Roy, 2010 for a deviating conceptualization and view of adaptation).

Moreover, due to the expanded dialogue, during tutoring the tutor gets the opportunity to gather a multitude of information about the tutee’s understanding. After tutoring the tutor could aggregate this information to comprehensively assess the tutee’s understanding (e.g., Black, 1993; Black & Wiliam, 2009; Perie, Marion, & Gong, 2009; cf. the section Forms of Assessment). This assessment might, in turn, serve the tutor to select materials for a subsequent tutoring session that are also adapted to the tutee’s understanding (Chi, Siler, & Jeong, 2004; Kalyuga, 2007; Shepad, 2001; cf. also Perie et al., 2009). A tutor’s assessments are pivotal to these considerations of the mechanisms that make tutoring effective. Nevertheless, research has not yet intensively studied these assessments. The next section reviews what is known about assessments of tutors and of other instructors.

**Tutors’ Assessments**

An *assessment* is defined as a judgment about another person (cf. Schrader, 2010). In the context of instruction, it is generally deemed crucial that an instructor can accurately assess a learner. This is because accurate assessments of a learner’s prerequisites for learning, a learner’s learning processes, and a learner’s learning outcomes are regarded as being mandatory to adapt instruction to the individual learner (Klug et al., 2013; Schrader, 2010; Van de Pol et al., 2010; Vogt & Rogalla, 2009; Wittwer & Renkl, 2008; see Weinert & Schrader, 1986 for a deviating view on the necessity of accurate assessments). Instructional measures have to be adapted to the needs and prerequisites of the individual learner to optimally foster learning processes (Corno & Snow, 1986; Vogt & Rogalla, 2009; Van de Pol et al., 2010; Wittwer & Renkl, 2008; see also Schrader, 2010).

The significance that research attaches to an instructor’s assessments is reflected in the prominent role assessment skills play in several models of teachers’ knowledge and skills (e.g., Baumert & Kunter, 2006; Borko, Mayfield, Marion, Flexer, & Cumbro, 1997; Borko & Putnam, 1996; Magnusson, Krajcik, & Borko, 1999; Weinert, Helmke, & Schrader, 1992). Moreover, both knowledge about assessment and assessment skills have recently become part of the German standards for teacher education (Sekretariat der Ständigen Konferenz der Kultusminister der Länder in der Bundesrepublik Deutschland, 2004). This demand to train teacher students and preservice teachers in accurate
assessments of students emphasizes the practical need for accurate assessments in instruction.

**Forms of Assessment**

Research on assessment distinguishes two distinctive but potentially interacting forms of assessment that are relevant to instruction (e.g., Birenbaum et al., 2006; Black, 1993; Shavelson et al., 2008). First, *formative assessment* takes place mainly during an instructional unit (Black & Wiliam, 2009; Ruiz-Primo & Furtak, 2007). In tutoring, a tutor’s assessments of the tutee’s current understanding on a moment-to-moment basis can be described as formative assessment (e.g., Black & Wiliam, 2009; Ruiz-Primo & Furtak, 2007). Formative assessment is used to infer information about a learner with the aim of adapting instruction to this learner. Thus, it is meant to foster learning (e.g., Bennett, 2011; Black, 1993; Black & Willliam, 1998, 2009).

Second, *summative assessment* is usually carried out at the end of an instructional unit to document a learner’s learning outcomes (e.g., Bennett, 2011; Shavelson et al., 2008). A tutor’s comprehensive assessment of a tutee’s understanding after tutoring can, thus, be characterized as summative assessment (e.g., Shepard, 2001).

As described in the section *Important Structures and Processes in a Tutoring Session*, research assumes that both forms of assessment are interrelated with each other. Instructors can, for instance, use information gathered during formative assessment to receive summative assessments of a learner’s learning outcomes (e.g., Birenbaum et al., 2006; Black, 1993). It should be noted that definitions of formative and summative assessment still vary across research. In research on classroom instruction, for example, summative assessment is sometimes equated with external standardized assessments (e.g., Perie et al., 2009; but cf. Shepard, 2001; for other differentiations see Black, 1993; Shavelson et al., 2008). It is unlikely, however, that tutors in practical applications of tutoring such as private tutoring (Haag, 2010) employ, for example, standardized assessments. Tutors’ assessments can therefore be studied best within the framework of the definitions outlined above.

**Research on Tutors’ Assessments**

*Tutors’ Assessments in General*. Research on tutoring is mostly interested in processes that explain the effectiveness of tutoring. In this vein, a few studies have examined a tutor’s formative assessments. Intriguingly, these studies have found that tutors seldom
deliberately assess a tutee’s understanding. Nor do the tutors usually adapt their teaching contents to a tutee’s particular needs. Instead, the selection of contents and the progression through the contents of a tutoring session were largely determined by the tutor’s internal curriculum script of what a tutee was to learn (Chi et al., 2004, 2008; Graesser et al., 1995; McArthur et al., 1990; Putnam et al., 1987; see also Cromley & Azevedo, 2005).

These results are critical given that Bloom (1984) has documented the particular effectiveness of tutoring with embedded formative tests as compared with traditional classroom instruction. As an exception to the practice of only studying process measures, Chi et al. (2004) also measured a tutor’s assessment accuracy after half a tutoring session and after the tutoring session. Thus, they measured assessment accuracy from a more summative perspective. Chi et al. (2004) found that tutors generally overestimated a tutee’s correct understanding of the subject matter. None of these studies, however, has related formative and summative measures of assessment to each other. Thus, so far, interrelations between tutors’ assessments at varying moments in the tutoring process have not been examined.

_Tutors’ Assessments of a Tutee’s Expressed Knowledge Deficits._ Besides the relevance of a tutor’s assessment accuracy in general, research has paid interest to the assessments of a tutee’s expressed knowledge deficits (e.g., Chi et al., 2004; Cromley & Azevedo, 2005; Graesser et al., 1995; Putnam, 1987). A tutee’s knowledge deficits comprise simple missing knowledge pieces but also complex misconceptions (Chi et al., 2004; misconceptions are naïve normatively incorrect beliefs about a subject matter that are overall resistant to change, cf., Chi, 2005; Vosniadou, 1999).

Research has shown that knowledge deficits can seriously hamper learning (Vosniadou, 1999; Vosniadou, Vamvakoussi & Skopeliti, 2008). Given the detrimental effects knowledge deficits can have, the accurate assessment of a tutee’s knowledge deficits seems necessary. Furthermore, a tutee’s expressed knowledge deficits are diagnostically informative because they indicate what a tutee does not know (Chi et al., 2004; Graesser et al., 1995). Research has shown, however, that assessing knowledge deficits seems to be a particular challenge for tutors (e.g., Chi et al., 2004; Graesser et al., 1995). Nevertheless, studies have also found that tutors sometimes respond with specific strategies to a tutee’s expressed knowledge deficits that can be regarded as strategies of formative assessment. These strategies comprise a tutor scaffolding or giving feedback (Chi et al., 2004; Cromley & Azevedo, 2005; Graesser et al., 1995; McArthur et al., 1990).
Research on Assessments Outside the Tutoring Context

Instructors Strengths and Limits in Assessments. Studies from outside the tutoring context corroborate the observation that instructors have difficulty in assessing a learners understanding. These studies most often examined the accuracy of an instructor’s summative assessment with regard to a formal test the learners took (for overviews, see Hoge & Coladarci, 1989; Südkamp, Kaiser, & Möller, 2012). Whereas instructors examined in these studies quite accurately knew how a learner performs relative to other learners in a (fictitious) class, they often largely overestimated a learner’s absolute learning outcome (e.g., Feinberg & Shapiro, 2009; Südkamp et al., 2012; Südkamp, Möller, & Pohlmann, 2008). However, studies also have shown that variance of assessment accuracy among instructors is large (for overviews, see Hoge & Coladarci, 1989; Südkamp et al., 2012). Moreover, some studies have demonstrated that formative assessments benefit learning (Furtak et al., 2008; Wiliam et al., 2004; see also Black & Wiliam, 1998).

Systematic Influences on Assessment Accuracy. With regard to influences on assessment accuracy, two studies from outside the tutoring context have suggested that experienced instructors (i.e., classroom teachers) can more accurately assess a learner’s understanding than inexperienced instructors (i.e., university students; Dünnebier, Gräsel, & Krolak-Schwerdt, 2009; Mulholland & Berliner, 1992; cf. also Krolak-Schwerdt, Böhmer, & Gräsel, 2009). The assessment accuracy of tutors might similarly be influenced by the level of the tutor’s experience. Differences in tutors’ assessment accuracy might parallel the finding that tutoring of experienced tutors seems to be more effective than tutoring of inexperienced tutors (Graesser et al., 2011; cf. the section Evidence for the Effectiveness of Tutoring). However, direct comparisons are scarce even outside the tutoring context. Moreover, evidence of the impact of experience on assessment accuracy is inconclusive (see also Hinds, 1999; Nathan & Petrosino, 2003). Furthermore, there is no research that has directly compared the formative and summative assessment accuracy of inexperienced and experienced tutors in one-on-one tutoring with each other. Generally, studies from outside the tutoring context are valuable to inform research on tutoring. Nevertheless, it is yet to be shown whether results that are valid in, for example, classroom contexts hold for the one-on-one situation in tutoring as well.

Overall, research curiously suggests that tutors’ assessment accuracy is less than optimal. However, other findings emphasize the relevance of assessments in instruction. Moreover, a few studies have suggested that tutors have at least some assessment skills.
Studies have also implied that tutors differ in their assessment skills. Thus, results are inconclusive with respect to the quality of tutors’ assessments. Finally, research relating different forms of assessments to each other is missing.

**Training Tutors**

Given the suboptimal assessment accuracy of tutors and the significance of accurate assessments for instruction, it seems obvious to think about teaching tutors instructional strategies that help them to assess a tutee’s understanding. Nonetheless, so far, no explicit training of assessment has been conducted. In one study, Wittwer, Nückles, Landmann, and Renkl (2010) provided a group of tutors with information about their respective tutee’s prior knowledge. These tutors were more adaptive to their tutee’s level of knowledge than tutors who were not provided with information. Moreover, these tutors elicited deeper learning in their tutee than the uninformed tutors. Yet, the tutors in this study did not have to assess a tutee’s understanding themselves.

In another study, Casey and Williamson (2011) trained parents to tutor their child. The training method included direct instruction of the tutoring method, role play with feedback, and provision of written instructions. During tutoring, parents were able to detect their child’s errors. Furthermore, the children’s performance increased from pretest to posttest. The aim of the study was, however, not to train assessment accuracy. Consequently, the relationship between assessments and learning remains unclear. As there also was no control group, neither the parents’ accurate assessments nor the children’s learning can unambiguously be attributed to the training method.

The evidence, thus, is inconclusive. Nevertheless, the two studies (Casey & Williamson, 2011; Wittwer, Nückles, Landmann et al., 2010) provide first hints that it is possible to train a tutor’s assessment accuracy. They also imply that enhanced assessments support learning. They indicate that (short) interventions can change a tutor’s instructional strategies and that they can, thereby, enhance effectiveness of tutoring. However, the studies (Casey & Williamson, 2011; Wittwer, Nückles, Landmann et al., 2010) leave the question completely unanswered as to what a tutor should learn to do to enhance assessment accuracy. That is, they do not provide information about possible contents of a training of assessment accuracy.
Evidence from Training Tutors’ Effectiveness – Laboratory Studies
Moreover, direction on how to train assessment accuracy best is missing. Recommendations may come from research that seeks to enhance the effectiveness of inexperienced tutors. This research has already tested methods for changing a tutor’s instructional strategies. Few laboratory studies provide insight (Chi et al., 2001; Randell, Hall, Bizo, & Remington, 2007). In these studies, trained tutors were informed about the nature and advantages of the strategies to be trained (cf., Brown, Campione & Day, 1981). In addition, they received worked-out examples of strategy use (cf. Renkl. 2005; Schworm & Renkl, 2007) and written instructions (Chi et al., 2001). Alternatively, trained tutors interacted ten to twenty minutes with a computer simulation applying the strategies to be trained, or they watched a playback version of the computer simulation that modeled correct strategy use (i.e., presented worked-out examples of strategy use; Randell et al., 2007). Compared with untrained controls, training resulted in enhanced application of the trained strategies (Chi et al., 2001) and in enhanced declarative and procedural knowledge about the strategies (Randell et al., 2007). However, effects of training on a tutee’s learning were either not found (Chi et al., 2001) or not even measured (Randell et al., 2007).

Evidence from Training Tutors’ Effectiveness – Field Studies
More evidence on how to change tutors’ interactional strategies comes from field studies on training parents to tutor their child. In particular, the tutoring method Dialogic Reading (Whitehurst et al., 1988) was implemented in several training studies. Dialogic Reading is a structured method of joint book reading that aims at fostering children’s language development. The training studies experimentally or quasi-experimentally compared parents, who were trained to apply Dialogic Reading, with parents, who were instructed to read to their child as usual (for an overview, see Mol, Bus, de Jong, & Smeets, 2008).

As compared with the untrained controls, trained parents implemented the trained instructional strategies (but see Arnold, Lonigan, Whitehurst, & Epstein, 1994 for mixed results). Children of trained parents improved their oral language skills (e.g., Whitehurst et al., 1988; Blom-Hoffman et al., 2006). The original training method comprises verbal information about the strategies, modeled application of the strategies (i.e., worked-out examples, cf. Renkl, 2005), and role play with feedback, provided during two half-hour training sessions (e.g., Whitehurst et al., 1988). Nevertheless, training was also effective when it was provided via short videos, lasting 15 to 45 minutes, which included verbal descriptions and modeled application of the strategies to be trained (Arnold et al., 1994;
Blom-Hoffman et al., 2006). Furthermore, training was effective, when it was provided as 20 minutes verbal telephone training (Chow & McBride-Chang, 2003). With any training method, parents received written instructions. These studies provide further evidence that a tutor’s knowledge and instructional strategies can be changed by interventions, even by very short interventions.

Some implications for training tutors’ assessment accuracy can be derived from the literature reviewed. First, training tutors to apply certain instructional strategies during tutoring seems possible. Applying these strategies can lead to enhanced effectiveness of tutoring. Second, effective training methods often included worked-out examples that modeled the strategies to be trained. Impact of these interventions on a tutee’s learning was found in field trials but not in laboratory studies. Third, applying trained instructional strategies might also lead to enhanced assessment accuracy and, consequently, to enhanced effectiveness. Forth, studies have shown that even short interventions can have the power to change the instructional strategies of tutors and the outcomes of tutoring. Effectiveness of short interventions would add practical relevance to training tutors’ assessment accuracy. This is because it has been criticized that training tutors may be too costly and too laborious to meet the challenges of real world conditions (e.g., Baker, Gersten, & Keating, 2000; Belzer, 2006; Graesser et al., 2011).

Aims and Contents of the Doctoral Thesis
The aim of this doctoral thesis is to provide a more comprehensive picture of tutors’ assessments of a tutee’s understanding in one-on-one tutoring. To this end, two studies of one-on-one tutoring were conducted (for overviews of the studies, see Table 1 and Table 2). Chapter 1 summarizes the results of the first study. The chapter comprises two articles. These articles are Does it Make a Difference? Investigating the Assessment Accuracy of Teacher Tutors and Student Tutors (Herppich, Wittwer, Nückles, & Renkl, 2013b; i.e., article 1) and Addressing Knowledge Deficits in Tutoring and the Role of Teaching Experience: Benefits for Learning and Summative Assessment (Herppich, Wittwer, Nückles, & Renkl, 2013a; i.e., article 2). The two articles report findings on the assessment accuracy of tutors with varying levels of experience. In this regard, the analyses described in the articles also attend to the relationships between a tutor’s assessments at different moments in the tutoring process and to the relationship of assessments with the effectiveness of tutoring. Chapter 2 summarizes results of the second study. An article is presented that reports results on whether a tutor’s assessments can be enhanced via a short
training intervention. The article is titled *Benefits for Processes Cause Decrements in Outcomes: Training Improves Tutors’ Interactivity at the Expense of Assessment Accuracy* (Herppich, Wittwer, Nückles, & Renkl, in press; i.e., article 3).

In both studies, tutors taught the structure and the function of the human circulatory system. All tutors were knowledgeable about the topic. By having tutors teach the human circulatory system, this doctoral thesis employed a conceptual content domain for the study of tutors’ assessments. Hence, tutees were to learn about certain concepts and their interrelations rather than they were to learn problem-solving skills (cf., Chi et al., 2004). Most studies in tutoring research use a procedural domain. That is, they study tutoring of problem-solving (e.g., quantitative kinematics, Chi et al., 2008; decoding, Cromley & Azevedo, 2005; algebra, McArthur et al., 1990).

The human circulatory system, however, was chosen as content domain for several reasons. First, the human circulatory system is generally a well-researched content domain. It is adequately described in many textbooks. It is taught at school. People are familiar with it, at least on a superficial level. Moreover, it is widely accepted as a relevant topic, for example, with regard to the issue of cardiovascular diseases. Consequently, second, models of a learner’s understanding about the human circulatory system have been developed and common misconceptions have been documented (e.g., Azevedo, Cromley, & Seibert, 2004; Chi, De Leeuw, Chiu, & LaVancher, 1994; Chi et al., 2001; Michael et al., 2002; Riemeier et al., 2010). A learner’s understanding of such a well-researched content can be described very precisely. Therefore, the human circulatory system can optimally serve as a basis for determining a tutor’s assessment accuracy. Third, the content domain has previously been used to study the assessment accuracy of tutors (Chi et al., 2001, 2004). This fact comes in handy for comparing the results obtained in this doctoral thesis with the results of previous research. Fourth, the human circulatory system is a well-structured content domain. Structure is a prerequisite for tutoring to be maximally effective (Graesser et al., 2011).

In both studies the tutees were seventh-grade students. According to relevant German curricula of biology, the human circulatory system is taught in the fifth or sixth grade for the first time. Hence, seventh-grade students should have acquired some knowledge about the content domain to work with not too long ago. However, they should not possess a perfect understanding of the topic.
Comparing the Assessments of Experienced and Inexperienced Tutors
(Chapter 1: Articles 1 and 2)

Chapter 1 documents the results of a study that drew on a contrastive approach (Chi, 2006) to examine the assessments of classroom teachers of biology (i.e., teacher tutors) as experienced tutors and of university students of biology (i.e., student tutors) as inexperienced tutors (see Table 1). The study refers to the first approach and the second approach to studying tutoring sensu Graesser et al. (2011). According to the first approach, it tested the impact of teaching experience on a tutor’s assessments. According to the second approach, at the same time, it analyzed tutoring processes and their relationships with tutoring outcomes. This was done to obtain more comprehensive evidence than by applying only one approach.

In practical applications of tutoring, such as private tutoring, mainly inexperienced tutors provide instruction but sometimes also experienced tutors are employed (e.g., Chi et al., 2001; Graesser et al., 2011). Classroom teachers likely possess comprehensive knowledge about students and about assessments in classroom environments (e.g., Krolak-Schwerdt et al., 2009; Martínez, Stecher, & Borko, 2009). Hence, they can be thought of as experienced tutors. University students, on the contrary, likely lack this knowledge. Therefore, they can be thought of as inexperienced tutors (cf. also Chi et al., 2001; Graesser et al., 2011).

Article 1

Description of Variables. Article 1 takes a predominantly summative perspective to compare teacher tutors and student tutors in their assessments of a tutee’s understanding. To this end, a method introduced by Chi et al. (2004) was adapted. Accordingly, assessment accuracy was measured at two levels of a tutee’s understanding about the human circulatory system. It was measured at the level of single concepts and at the level of mental models. Concepts refer to proposition type pieces of knowledge like the heart pumps blood. Mental models refer to a tutee’s understanding about the human circulatory system in terms of an integrated knowledge. Assessment accuracy at the level of concepts was measured after the tutoring session. Assessment accuracy at the level of mental models was measured twice, a first time after half of the tutoring session and a second time after the tutoring session. For both the level of concepts and the level of mental models two measures of assessment accuracy were determined. The relative assessment accuracy was measured to determine if a tutor could assess whether the tutee’s learning outcome was
relatively low or relatively high. The *absolute assessment accuracy* was measured to identify the extent to which a tutor was able to assess the absolute learning outcomes of the tutee.

**Tested Hypotheses.** It was hypothesized, first, that all tutors would overestimate a tutee’s understanding at the level of concepts and at the level of mental models (Chi et al., 2004; Feinberg & Shapiro, 2009; Südkamp et al., 2008). However, it was assumed that teacher tutors would assess a tutee’s understanding more accurately than student tutors would assess a tutee’s understanding (Dünnebier, et al., 2009; Mulholland & Berliner, 1992). Superiority of the teacher tutors’ assessments as compared to the student tutors’ assessments was hypothesized for both levels of understanding and for both measures of assessment accuracy.

Furthermore, it was assumed that tutors formatively assess a tutee’s understanding and thereby accumulate individual information about the tutee’s understanding (Birenbaum et al., 2006; Black, 1993; Snow & Swanson, 1992). Accordingly, tutors’ assessment accuracy at the level of mental models, second, should improve in the course of tutoring. Again, the teacher tutors’ assessment accuracy should improve more strongly than the student tutors’ assessment accuracy (cf. Dünnebier et al., 2009).

After tutoring, a tutor’s self-ratings of assessment accuracy at the level of mental models were measured. Little is known about tutors’ monitoring of their assessments. Thus, it is an open question as to whether tutors are aware of their difficulty in assessing a tutee’s understanding. Teachers are familiar with assessments and assessment difficulties in classroom situations (Martínez et al., 2009). Therefore, they should have a general understanding of the difficulties of assessment. Teachers should, furthermore, be able to spend some cognitive resources on self-monitoring processes. This is because they are experienced instructors (Feldon, 2007; Wittwer, Nückles, & Renkl, 2010; Zimmerman, 2006). As said before, university students likely lack these experiences. Consequently, it was, third, hypothesized that teacher tutors should be more accurate than student tutors in self-rating the accuracy of their assessments after half of the tutoring session and after the completed tutoring session.

**Article 2**

**Description of Variables.** As compared with article 1, article 2 focuses on tutors’ formative assessments. More precisely, article 2 focuses on teacher tutors’ and student tutors’ use of
strategies to formatively assess a tutee’s expressed knowledge deficits (Chi et al., 2004; Cromley & Azevedo, 2005; Graesser et al., 1995; McArthur et al., 1990). The article reports on the tutors’ use of scaffolding and feedback relative to the tutors’ use of explaining comments (i.e., *correct answers*) in response to a tutee’s expressed knowledge deficits. Two types of expressed knowledge deficits were differentiated. First, an expressed knowledge deficit could originate from a tutor’s deliberate elicitation of the tutee’s understanding (i.e., *tutor-initiated* expressed knowledge deficits). Second, a knowledge deficit could be spontaneously expressed by the tutee (i.e., *tutee-initiated* expressed knowledge deficits). Two more variables were examined in article 2. These were the tutors’ absolute summative assessments of a tutee’s understanding at the level of single concepts and the tutee’s learning.

**Tested Hypotheses.** The first hypothesis was based on previous research investigating the relationship between formative assessments and learning (Furtak et al., 2008; Wiliam et al., 2004; see also Black & Wiliam, 1998). It was hypothesized that tutees of tutors who more often engage in strategies of formative assessment in response to the tutee’s expressed knowledge deficits should learn more than tutees of tutors who less often engage in strategies of formative assessment in response to the tutee’s expressed knowledge deficits.

The second hypothesis was based on assumptions about the relationship between formative assessments and summative assessments (e.g., Birenbaum et al., 2006; Black, 1993). It was hypothesized that tutors who more often engage in strategies of formative assessment in response to the tutee’s expressed knowledge deficits should summatively assess a tutee’s understanding after tutoring more accurately than tutors who less often engage in these strategies.

Moreover, it was assumed that tutors should be better prepared to respond to a tutor-initiated expressed knowledge deficit than to respond to a tutee-initiated expressed knowledge deficit. This is because tutee-initiated expressed knowledge deficits are not expected by tutors (Shavelson, 2006). Thus, the third hypothesis was that tutors should more often engage in strategies of formative assessment in response to tutor-initiated expressed knowledge deficits than in response to tutee-initiated expressed knowledge deficits.

Furthermore, research suggests that experienced and inexperienced tutors differ in their use of instructional strategies that are discussed in the context of formative assessment (Chi et al., 2004; Cromley & Azevedo, 2005; Graesser et al., 1995; McArthur
Experienced tutors regularly make use of strategies of formative assessment such as scaffolding and giving feedback. Inexperienced tutors, on the contrary, are more prone to giving lengthy explanations (Cade et al., 2008; Chae, Kim, & Glass, 2005; Chi et al., 2001, 2008; Cromley & Azevedo, 2005). Based on this research, the fourth hypothesis stated that teacher tutors should more often cause their tutees to express knowledge deficits than should student tutors. In addition, the fifth hypothesis was that teacher tutors should more often engage in strategies of formative assessment in response to a tutee’s expressed knowledge deficits than should student tutors.

To examine the relationships between a tutor’s experience, a tutor’s formative assessments and a tutee’s learning a mediation hypothesis was put forward. Sixth, it was hypothesized that teacher tutors would support a tutee’s learning more strongly than student tutors. This result should be attributable to the difference in the extent to which teacher tutors and student tutors engage in strategies of formative assessment in response to a tutee’s expressed knowledge deficits.

A second mediation hypothesis was put forward to examine the relationships between a tutor’s experience, a tutor’s formative assessments and a tutor’s summative assessments. Seventh, previous research has suggested and results presented in article 1 have confirmed that teacher tutors more accurately summatively assess a tutee’s understanding at the level of concepts after tutoring. It was hypothesized that this effect should, again, be explained by the difference in the extent to which teacher tutors and student tutors engage in strategies of formative assessment in response to a tutee’s expressed knowledge deficits.
Table 1
Overview of Study 1 (Article 1 and 2)

| Approaches | First approach: Influences of general characteristics on tutoring  
|            | Second approach: Structures and processes of tutoring |
| Independent Variable | Tutors’ teaching experience with two levels  
|                     | (teacher tutors vs. student tutors) |
| Dependent Variables: | Tutees’ expressed knowledge deficits  
| Process Measures    | Tutor-initiated  
|                     | Tutee-initiated  
|                     | Extent of tutors’ formative assessment |
| Dependent Variables: | Tutor’ summative assessment accuracy at the level of mental models (measured twice)  
| Effect Measures     | Absolute  
|                     | Relative  
|                     | Tutor’ summative assessment accuracy at the level of concepts (measured once)  
|                     | Absolute  
|                     | Relative  
|                     | Tutors’ self-ratings of assessment accuracy for mental models (measured twice)  
|                     | Tutees’ learning at the level of concepts |

Note. Displays the approaches to the study of tutoring that have been adopted (cf. Graesser et al., 2011), the independent variable, and the dependent variables measured. Underlined dependent variables pertain to article 1. Italicized dependent variables pertain to article 2. Italicized underlined dependent variables pertain to article 1 and to article 2.

Training Tutors to Enhance Their Assessments
(Chapter 2: Article 3)

Chapter 2 documents results of a study that was designed to enhance a tutor’s assessments via changing the tutor’s instructional strategies (see Table 2). The study is in line with the third approach to studying tutoring sensu Graesser et al. (2011). More precisely, a training experiment was conducted to contrast trained student tutors (i.e., trained tutors) with untrained student tutors (i.e., untrained tutors). As a consequence of the experimental design, differences in instructional strategies and differences in assessments between trained tutors and untrained tutors can be attributed directly to the training. Alternative explanations are largely ruled out by this approach.
Contents of the Training Method

Contents of a training method for fostering a tutor’s assessments could not be drawn from previous training studies. This is because no study has attempted to train a tutor’s assessments. Nevertheless, it is possible to identify certain instructional strategies that may be useful in such an attempt. Tutoring research has discussed scaffolding and giving feedback as interactive instructional strategies. These interactive strategies are seen as one key to the effectiveness of tutoring because they elicit constructive responses from the tutee (e.g., Chi, 2009; Chi et al., 2001; VanLehn, 2011; see also the section Important Structures and Processes in a Tutoring Session). Tutoring research, moreover, has documented that experienced tutors make use of these interactive instructional strategies more often than inexperienced tutors (e.g., Cade et al., 2008; Chae et al., 2005; Cromley & Azevedo, 2005; see also the section Comparing the Assessments of Experienced and Inexperienced Tutors). Research on assessments in classroom situations has discussed the same instructional strategies as examples of an instructor’s activities in formative assessment (Black & Wiliam, 2009; Ruiz-Primo & Furtak, 2007). As outlined before, formative assessment has been found to yield learning, as well (e.g., Wiliam et al., 2004; cf. the section Research on Assessments Outside the Tutoring Context).

The first study reported in this doctoral thesis (see Chapter 1) integrated both lines of research with a focus on formative assessment. The results of article 2 have highlighted that experienced tutors more often engage in scaffolding and feedback relative to correct answers in response to a tutee’s expressed knowledge deficits than do inexperienced tutors. A mediation analysis revealed that this difference in the use of strategies of formative assessment accounted for another result. That is, due to this difference, the experienced tutors were more accurate in summatively assessing a tutee’s understanding at the level of concepts than the inexperienced tutors.

In utilizing these findings, the training method was designed to foster an interactive style of tutoring based on strategies of formative assessment. A tutor’s use of these strategies during tutoring should, consequently, enhance the tutor’s assessments. As inexperienced tutors seem to be less able to assess a tutee’s understanding than experienced tutors, only university students of biology participated as (student) tutors in the tutoring sessions conducted for the study.
How Tutors’ Assessments Could be Trained

Direction on how to train tutors to improve their assessments has been obtained from research on training tutors to enhance the effectiveness of tutoring. Further direction has been obtained from research on training learning strategies and from research on training cognitive skills in general. Research on training tutors’ effectiveness has found that rather short interventions have been adequate to enhance a tutor’s knowledge about a tutoring method (Randell et al., 2007). These short interventions have also been adequate to change a tutor’s instructional strategies (Arnold et al., 1994; Blom-Hoffman et al., 2006; Chi et al., 2001), and to enhance the effectiveness of tutoring (Arnold et al., 1994; Blom-Hoffman et al., 2006; Chow & McBride-Chang, 2003). These findings were informative for the design of the study presented in this doctoral thesis. This is because training tutors has been criticized for being often too costly and too laborious for practical use (e.g., Baker et al., 2000; Belzer, 2006; Graesser et al., 2011). Designing a short and economic intervention, therefore, seemed appropriate.

All of the interventions cited included some kind of verbal information about the strategies to be learned. A key feature in many of the interventions, furthermore, was the use of worked-out examples (cf. Renkl, 2005) that modeled strategy use (e.g., Chi et al., 2001; Randell et al., 2007; Arnold et al., 1994; Blom-Hoffman et al., 2006). Two studies provided training via short videos (Arnold et al., 1994; Blom-Hoffman et al., 2006). These studies reported particular promising results regarding the effect of the training on tutors’ instructional strategies and on tutees’ learning. Research on training cognitive skills has presented further evidence on the effectiveness of videos that model a skill. More precisely, video-based examples that model a skill were particularly effective when learners were prompted to self-explain the content of the video (Schworm & Renkl, 2007). That is, accompanying a video-based example, learners were asked to analyze the video. To do so, the learners had to answer questions about the given example of the skill to be learned.

Finally, research on training learning strategies advises training methods to include several principles (Klauer, 1988; Friedrich & Mandl, 1992; Pressley, Goodchild, Fleet, Zajchowski, & Evans, 1989). First, training methods should inform about the advantages associated with the strategies targeted by the training method (cf., Brown et al., 1981). This principle is meant to enhance the motivation for strategy use. Second, training methods should provide comprehensive information about the strategies. This principle is meant to support the learner in constructing declarative knowledge about the strategies. Third,
training methods should help to practice the strategies to be learned. This principle is meant to foster procedural knowledge about the strategies. When learning strategies were trained according to these principles, results were particularly positive (e.g., Dignath, Buettner, & Langfeldt, 2008; Leutner, Leopold, & Elzen-Rump, 2007).

Based on these findings, a training method was set up that instructed the trained tutors to implement an interactive tutoring style to enhance their assessments. First, the training method informed the trained tutors about the advantages of interactive instructional strategies for assessing a tutee’s understanding. Second, the trained tutors were informed about interactive instructional strategies of formative assessment such as scaffolding and giving feedback. The presentation of each strategy was accompanied by video examples. Third, the trained tutors were confronted with more video examples of strategy use and were prompted to self-explain these videos. Different kinds of video-examples and self-explanation prompts were used to stimulate the application of the trained strategies (cf. Klauer, 1988; Schworm & Renkl, 2007).

Article 3 presents results of the training study. It was, first, hypothesized that trained tutors should engage in interactive instructional strategies to a larger extent than untrained tutors. When tutors use interactive instructional strategies to a larger extent they are also assumed to show more formative assessment activity than inexperienced tutors (Black & Wiliam, 2009; Ruiz-Primo & Furtak, 2007). The second hypothesis stated that trained tutors should more accurately summatively assess a tutee’s understanding after tutoring than untrained tutors. Moreover, the first study (see Chapter 1, article 2) has established that the extent of a tutor’s formative assessment accounts for the difference in summative assessment accuracy between experienced and inexperienced tutors. Based on this finding, the third hypothesis was put forward. It was hypothesized that the more interactive tutoring style of trained tutors should explain why trained tutors are more accurate than untrained tutors in summatively assessing a tutee’s understanding after tutoring.
Table 2
*Overview of Study 2 (Article 3)*

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Approach</th>
<th>Third approach: Experimental manipulation of tutors’ activities</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Independent Variable</td>
<td>Training of interactive tutoring style with two levels (trained tutors vs. untrained tutors)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dependent Variable: Process Measure</td>
<td>Interactivity of tutors’ tutoring style: Tutees’ tutor-initiated expressed knowledge deficits</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dependent Variable: Effect Measure</td>
<td>Tutor’ absolute summative assessment accuracy at the level of concepts (measured once)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*Note.* Displays the approach to the study of tutoring that has been adopted (cf. Graesser et al., 2011), the independent variable, and the dependent variables measured.
Chapter 1

Article 1:

Does it Make a Difference? Investigating the Assessment Accuracy of Teacher Tutors and Student Tutors
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Tutors often have difficulty with accurately assessing a tutee’s understanding. However, little is known about whether the professional expertise of tutors influences their assessment accuracy. In this study, the authors examined the accuracy with which 21 teacher tutors and 25 student tutors assessed a tutee’s understanding of the human circulatory system in the course of tutoring. The authors found that the teacher tutors were more accurate than were the student tutors in assessing whether a tutee had a low or high level of knowledge about concepts relevant to the human circulatory system. In addition, in comparison with the student teachers, the teacher tutors more accurately assessed the number of concepts that a tutee would know. However, the teacher tutors and the student tutors did poorly in assessing a tutee’s mental model of the human circulatory system even though the teacher tutors were more aware of their assessment difficulties than were the student tutors.
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IT IS WIDELY ACKNOWLEDGED THAT instruction should best be adapted to the individual learner (e.g., Corno & Snow, 1986; Jonassen & Grabowski, 1993; Kalyuga, 2007). Human one-to-one tutoring is a method particularly suitable for providing adaptive instruction because tutors have the opportunity to be responsive to a tutee’s current understanding on a moment-to-moment basis.
ASSESSING A TUTEE’S UNDERSTANDING

basis (e.g., Chi & Roy, 2010; Katz, Allbritton, & Connelly, 2003; Lehman, Matthews, D’Mello, & Person, 2008; Snow & Swanson, 1992). However, to do so, tutors must be able to assess a tutee’s understanding accurately. Prior research has shown that tutors often have difficulties in collecting diagnostically relevant information. This seems to be true irrespective of whether teachers or students serve as tutors (for an overview, see Chi, Siler, & Jeong, 2004).

Nevertheless, even though teachers and students often provide tutoring, no previous study has directly examined the ability to accurately assess a tutee’s understanding as a function of a tutor’s level of expertise in teaching. In this article, we present a study in which we used a contrastive approach from research on expertise (Chi, 2006) to compare classroom teachers as experts in teaching with university students as novices in teaching. In general, experts have been shown to excel in comparison to novices (for an overview, see Ericsson, Charness, Feltovich, & Hoffman, 2006). Therefore, it seems intuitively obvious that classroom teachers are more accurate than are university students in assessing a tutee’s understanding. However, a common weakness of experts is that they have difficulty with assessing the understanding of people with less expertise (for a review, see Chi, 2006). In this study, we will show under which circumstances classroom teachers provide more accurate assessments than university students and under which circumstances they fail to do so.

Tutors’ Assessment of a Tutee’s Understanding

Previous studies on the assessment accuracy of tutors can be roughly divided into two types: (a) studies that examined the assessment skills of classroom teachers who served as tutors (i.e., teacher tutors) and (b) studies that examined the assessment skills of university students who served as tutors (i.e., student tutors).

Teacher Tutors

Putnam (1987) examined whether mathematics teachers who served as tutors would form a mental model of a second-grade tutee’s individual understanding in the course of tutoring. He found that the teacher tutors rarely took into account a tutee’s specific needs. Instead, the tutorial actions were based on a curriculum script that largely determined which problems were to be provided to a tutee. Similarly, Chi, Roy, and Hausmann (2008) selected an experienced physics teacher to serve as a tutor for undergraduate university students as tutees. The teacher tutor did not adapt the difficulty level of the presented problems to a tutee’s level of understanding. Thus, irrespective of whether the tutees were good problem solvers, the teacher tutor always provided the tutees with a similar rate of easy and difficult problems to be learned. Also, McArthur, Stasz, and Zmuidzinas (1990) found that tutors who were experienced mathematics teachers failed to take into account their ninth-grade or tenth-grade tutee’s comprehension problems. Instead, the teacher tutors mainly asked questions such as Do you understand? which are not really diagnostically informative (for more details, see Chi et al., 2004).

Student Tutors

In Graesser, Person, and Magliano (1995), advanced university students provided tutoring on research methods for undergraduate university students as tutees. The student tutors rarely
attempted to correct the tutees’ misconceptions. Chi et al. (2004) presented an in-depth analysis of a tutor’s ability to accurately assess an eighth-grade tutee’s understanding of the human circulatory system. They developed a methodology to directly measure a tutor’s assessment skills. The tutors who were university students were asked to draw and explain what they thought the tutees would know about the blood path. In the same way, the tutees were asked to draw and explain the blood path as they knew it. Chi et al. (2004) analyzed a tutor’s assessment accuracy at two levels. At the level of propositions, they compared the concepts that the student tutors assumed the tutees to mention in their explanations with the concepts that the tutees actually mentioned in their explanations. It was found that the student tutors overestimated the number of the tutees’ correct concepts (e.g., “The aorta is an artery”; Chi et al., 2004, p. 374). At the level of mental models, Chi et al. (2004) compared the drawings of the blood path that the student tutors assumed the tutees to make with the drawings of the blood path that the tutees actually made. Likewise, it turned out that the student tutors overestimated the number of correctly drawn blood paths. Hence, the results showed that the student tutors overestimated a tutee’s correct understanding. Chi et al. (2004) attributed the results to the tutors’ bias to use their own normative understanding as a basis for assessing a tutee’s understanding.

In sum, the findings of the studies with teachers and university students as tutors suggest that tutors have difficulty with accurately assessing a tutee’s understanding. Thus, irrespective of the level of expertise in teaching, tutors seem to fall short when assessing a tutee’s understanding. However, it is important to note that none of the five studies reported (Chi et al., 2004, 2008; Graesser et al., 1995; McArthur et al., 1990; Putnam, 1987) directly compared the assessment skills of teacher tutors with the assessment skills of student tutors. Therefore, strictly speaking, it remains open as to whether there are differences in the assessment accuracy between teacher tutors and student tutors. To elucidate possible differences, research on the accuracy of judgments about learners and novices outside the tutoring context is particularly instructive.

Outside the Tutoring Context: Accuracy of Judgments About Learners and Novices

The accuracy of judgments about learners in the context of classroom teaching has been intensively investigated (for an overview, see Hoge & Coladarci, 1989; Südkaempf, Kaiser, & Möller, 2012). Most studies look at classroom teachers whereas few studies are concerned with university students or compare classroom teachers with university students. In addition, there are studies that examine the assessment accuracy of experts and novices outside the educational context.

Classroom Teachers

It is well documented that classroom teachers are accurate in knowing how a learner performs relative to other learners in a class, as reflected in correlations between the classroom teachers’ estimates of the learners’ performance and the learners’ actual performance (Hoge & Coladarci, 1989; Südkaempf et al., 2012). Moreover, when looking at the absolute level of the classroom teachers’ estimates of the learners’ performance, as reflected in the agreements between the teachers’ estimates of the learners’ performance and the learners’ actual performance, classroom teachers often overestimate the learners’ performance (e.g., Bates & Nettelbeck, 2001). In particular, classroom teachers have difficulty with accurately assessing the performance of low-performing
learners (e.g., Feinberg & Shapiro, 2009; Leinhardt, 1983; Lin & Chiu, 2010; Madelaine & Wheldall, 2005).

University Students

In several studies, Südkamp and colleagues (e.g., Südkamp & Möller, 2009; Südkamp, Möller, & Pohlmann, 2008) investigated how accurately university students assessed the performance of fictitious K–12 learners in a virtual computer-simulated classroom. In this virtual classroom, university students were instructed to ask questions to the learners and to use the learners’ answers to assess their performance. The university students were found to be fairly accurate in assessing a learner’s performance relative to the performance of the other learners. However, they overestimated the learners’ absolute performance. This was particularly true when assessing low-performing learners. In sum, the results are in line with the findings obtained for classroom teachers (e.g., Bates & Nettelbeck, 2001; Feinberg & Shapiro, 2009; Hoge & Coladarci, 1989).

Comparison of Classroom Teachers and University Students

In addition to studies that examine classroom teachers or university students, there are some studies that compare classroom teachers’ with university students’ assessments of learners. For example, Dünnebier, Gräs, and Krolak-Schwerdt (2009) showed that classroom teachers accurately graded the performance of a learner in a German test. They were not strongly influenced by a grade believed to be provided by an experienced colleague. In contrast, university students uncritically used the grade as an anchor (cf. Tversky & Kahneman, 1974) for their judgments. Similarly, Krolak-Schwerdt, Böhmer, and Gräs (2009) found that classroom teachers changed between different types of processing when assessing a learner’s performance. More specifically, when the classroom teachers were asked to form an initial impression of the learner they paid most attention to stereotypical information about the learner. In contrast, when the classroom teachers were asked to give an important educational recommendation they paid most attention to individual information about the learner. University students, however, failed to display such different types of processing. Last, in a study by Mulholland and Berliner (1992), classroom teachers, on average, assessed the performance of learners more accurately than university students. However, there was a large overlap in the individual assessment accuracy between classroom teachers and university students. In addition, a limitation of this study was that the classroom teachers, in contrast with the university students, had regularly taught the learners. Therefore, it cannot be ruled out that this experience might have improved the classroom teachers’ assessment accuracy.

Taken together, the results suggest that classroom teachers assess a learner’s understanding more accurately than university students. The difference in assessment accuracy might be explained by the fact that classroom teachers usually possess more knowledge about learners than university students (e.g., Krolak-Schwerdt et al., 2009). In addition, as opposed to university students, classroom teachers routinely dedicate a lot of their professional time to engage in assessment activities (e.g., Martínez, Stecher, & Borko, 2009; Stiggins & Conklin, 1992). Therefore, they have more experience in assessment activities that might help them to assess a learner’s understanding accurately (e.g., Mulholland & Berliner, 1992).
Comparison of Experts and Novices

Nevertheless, research in the area of expertise (Chi, 2006) suggests that experts are not necessarily more successful than novices in assessing what people with less expertise know. Instead, they might be systematically inaccurate. For example, Hinds (1999) found that experts with task-specific knowledge overestimated a novice’s performance on a task more strongly than non-experts. Similarly, in the field of teaching, Nathan and Petrosino (2003) observed that preservice teachers with more subject-matter expertise judged the difficulty of algebra problems for learners more inaccurately than preservice teachers with less subject-matter expertise. Last, by using the think-aloud methodology, Nückles et al. (2006) found that computer experts who gave advice to novices rarely made an attempt to take the perspective of the novices to provide adaptive advice.

Overall, the findings show that experts have more difficulties in assessing people with less expertise. This phenomenon has been coined expert blind spot (Nathan & Petrosino, 2003, p. 906) or curse of expertise (Hinds, 1999, p. 205). Such difficulties might be caused by the ready availability of an expert’s domain knowledge (Hinds, 1999). As a result, experts are likely to fail to take the perspective of novices accurately (Nathan & Petrosino, 2003; Nückles et al., 2006). Hence, in contrast with studies that show that teachers as experts are more accurate than university students as novices in assessing a learner’s understanding (e.g., Mulholland & Berliner, 1992), the research in the area of expertise suggests that an expert’s domain knowledge might be an obstacle to providing accurate assessments.

Present Study and Hypotheses

We analyzed the accuracy with which more knowledgeable tutors (teachers, university students) assessed a less knowledgeable tutee’s (K–12 student) understanding of the human circulatory system. Thus, according to Topping’s (1996) typology of tutoring, we implemented one-to-one cross-ability tutoring situations with fixed roles. Using a contrastive approach (Chi, 2006), we were interested in whether the assessment accuracy of classroom teachers who served as tutors (i.e., teacher tutors) would differ from the assessment accuracy of university students who served as tutors (i.e., student tutors). To rule out that differences in the topic-specific knowledge between teacher tutors and student tutors would account for differences in assessment accuracy, as research on expertise suggests (e.g., Hinds, 1999; Nathan & Petrosino, 2003), the classroom teachers and the university students who served as tutors in this study possessed comparable levels of topic-specific knowledge. Similar to the methodology used by Chi et al. (2004), we examined a tutor’s assessment accuracy at two levels. At the level of propositions, we looked at a tutor’s assessment of a tutee’s knowledge in terms of single concepts about the human circulatory system. At the level of mental models, we looked at a tutor’s assessment of a tutee’s understanding in terms of an integrated knowledge about the human circulatory system.

Research has provided converging evidence that it is difficult for both tutors and teachers to assess a learner’s understanding accurately (e.g., Chi et al., 2004; Feinberg & Shapiro, 2009). As a result, tutors and teachers often overestimate a learner’s understanding (2009). Therefore, we expected that both teacher tutors and student tutors would overestimate a tutee’s understanding at the level of propositions and at the level of mental models. However, given their expertise in teaching (e.g., professional experience with learners, learning, and assessment activities), teacher...
tutors should more accurately assess a tutee’s understanding at the level of propositions (level-of-propositions hypothesis) and at the level of mental models (level-of-mental-models hypothesis) than student tutors. This should be particularly true when the topic-specific knowledge of teacher tutors and student tutors did not differ from each other (Hinds, 1999; Nathan & Petrosino, 2003).

In the course of tutoring, tutors can normally accumulate individual information about a tutee and use this information to assess a tutee’s understanding more accurately (Snow & Swanson, 1992). Hence, we expected that tutors would become more accurate in assessing a tutee’s understanding in the course of tutoring. However, prior research suggests that university students might have more difficulty with processing information about learners than classroom teachers (Dünnebier et al., 2009; Krolak-Schwerdt et al., 2009). Therefore, we expected that teacher tutors would become more accurate in their assessments in the course of tutoring than student tutors (improvement hypothesis).

Even though prior research has shown that tutors have difficulties with assessing a learner’s understanding, little is known about whether tutors are aware of their assessment difficulties. It can be assumed that, given their professional experience with assessment activities, classroom teachers have a better awareness of their assessment skills than university students. As classroom teachers routinely assess a learner’s understanding in the context of teaching (Martínez et al., 2009), they are likely to know the conditions under which it is difficult to assess a learner’s understanding accurately. In addition, it can be assumed that, due to their expertise, classroom teachers, as opposed to university students, can save more cognitive resources that can be devoted to self-monitor their assessment accuracy (Feldon, 2007; Wittwer, Nückles, & Renkl, 2010; Zimmerman, 2006). Therefore, we expected that teacher tutors would more accurately self-rate the accuracy with which they assessed a tutee’s understanding than student tutors (self-rating hypothesis).

METHOD

Sample and Design

Participants were 46 tutor–tutee dyads. Using a contrastive approach, we selected teacher tutors (i.e., experts in teaching) and student tutors (i.e., novices in teaching) on the basis of the academic qualification of the participants. As teacher tutors, we had 21 biology teachers with a mean age of 44.05 years ($SD = 11.76$). Of these teacher tutors, 11 tutors were female and 10 tutors were male. On average, the teacher tutors had 13.00 years ($SD = 12.30$) of professional experience. As student tutors, we had 25 university students majoring in biology with a mean age of 22.24 years ($SD = 2.83$). Of the student tutors, 21 tutors were female and 4 tutors were male.

The tutees were seventh-grade students. Of the tutees, 19 were female and 27 were male. Their mean age was 12.65 years ($SD = 0.53$). The tutees were randomly assigned to one of the two tutor groups. Therefore, the tutors and the tutees did not know each other before tutoring. The main dependent variable was the accuracy with which the tutors assessed a tutee’s understanding of the human circulatory system at the level of propositions and at the level of mental models.
Materials

**Textbook passage (tutees and tutors)**

In the tutoring session, the tutor and the tutee engaged in a dialogue on the basis of a passage about the human circulatory system. The passage was provided to tutors and tutees in previous studies by Chi et al. (2001) and taken from a textbook used in junior high schools. We adapted the passage for the present study by deleting and reformulating some sentences. Each of the remaining 59 sentences of the passage was printed on a separate sheet of paper. The sentences were presented to the tutor and the tutee in a ring binder.

**Concepts test (tutees and tutors)**

The test with 25 multiple-choice items (see Figure 1 [left] for an example) measured a tutee’s knowledge of the human circulatory system at the local level of propositions. The items were either adapted from tests developed by Sungur and Tekkaya (2003) and by Michael et al. (2002) or constructed on the basis of literature on misconceptions of the human circulatory system (e.g., Pelaez, Boyd, Rojas, & Hoover, 2005). A correct answer to an item indicated a scientifically correct understanding. Each of the incorrect answers to an item indicated a scientifically incorrect understanding. The original 74 items were pretested with a sample of 60 eighth graders. On the basis of the results of this pretest, the resultant 25 items were selected according to the following criteria: (a) they should cover a wide range of topics related to the human circulatory system (e.g., concepts related to gas exchange, the heart, blood vessels, blood circuits) and relationships between the concepts, and (b) the concepts should be explicitly or implicitly mentioned in the passage of the textbook.

The tutee was administered the test at the beginning and at the end of tutoring. Each item that a tutee answered correctly in the concepts test was assigned 1 point. Hence, a tutee could achieve a maximum number of 25 points in the concepts test. Internal consistency of the test (administered at the beginning of tutoring) was satisfying, $\alpha = .85$.

To measure the accuracy with which the tutors assessed the tutees’ knowledge of the human circulatory system at the level of propositions, the tutors were also administered the test at the end of tutoring and asked to indicate how the tutee would answer each of the test items.

**Drawings of the human circulatory system (tutees and tutors)**

On a sheet of paper, the outline of a human body was displayed. The tutees were asked to draw the blood path of the circulatory system into the human body and to explain the blood path orally. The explanations were audio-taped. By adopting this methodology, which was previously used by Chi et al. (2004), we assessed a tutee’s understanding of the human circulatory system at the global level of mental models. The tutees were asked to accomplish the drawing and explanation task at the beginning, in the midst, and at the end of the tutoring. Their drawings and explanations of the human circulatory system were coded by using a coding scheme adapted from Azevedo, Cromley, and Seibert (2004). The coding scheme consists of 12 mental models that reflect different types of understanding about the human circulatory system ranging from 0 (no understanding) to 11 (complete understanding; for more details, see Azevedo et al., 2004).
FIGURE 1 Examples of items from the tutees' concepts test (left) and the tutors' knowledge test (right).

Concepts test

**What is the task of the heart in the human organism?**

- The heart pumps the blood.
- The heart cleans and filters the blood.
- The heart supplies the blood with oxygen.
- Don't know

Knowledge test

**To increase his physical endurance an 18 year old man starts to take regular exercises in endurance sports (endurance run, biking, rowing). Consequently, which of the following cardiovascular parameter will probably decrease the most?**

- Blood volume at rest
- Heart rate at rest
- Stroke volume at rest
- Heart rate under maximum physical strain
- Stroke volume under maximum physical strain
- Don't know
This detailed coding scheme is an expansion of earlier work by Chi and colleagues (e.g., Chi, de Leeuw, Chiu, & LaVancher, 1994). We used it instead of the coding scheme employed by Chi et al. (1994) to analyze the tutee’s mental models on an even more fine-grained level.

To measure the accuracy with which the tutors assessed a tutee’s mental model of the human circulatory system, the tutors were also administered the drawing and explanation task in the midst of tutoring and at the end of tutoring. They were asked to draw and explain the blood path as they assumed the tutee to draw and explain the blood path.

The tutees’ and the tutors’ drawings and explanations were scored independently by two raters. Drawings and explanations were coded simultaneously by using the same assignment criteria to allow for both measures to complement one another. To standardize coding, both raters used a written code book. The code book consisted of general coding rules, descriptions of the mental models, and assignment criteria for each mental model (for the original coding scheme, see Azevedo et al., 2004). The intraclass correlations measuring absolute agreement between the two coders were satisfying both for the tutees (range of ICC[2, 1] = .73 to .81) and the tutors (range of ICC[2, 1] = .53 to .85).1 After testing interrater agreement, discrepancies between coders were discussed until a consensus about codes was reached.

Self-ratings (tutors)

At the end of tutoring, the tutors were asked to self-rate the accuracy with which they had assessed the correctness of a tutee’s mental model in the midst of tutoring and at the end of tutoring. The tutors indicated their assessment accuracy on a 4-point rating scale ranging from 1 (very imprecisely) to 4 (very precisely).

Knowledge test (tutors)

To assess the tutors’ knowledge about the human circulatory system, we developed a test with 18 multiple-choice items (see Figure 1 [right] for an example). The test measured knowledge not only about basic concepts to be discussed in tutoring but also about advanced concepts of the human circulatory system, about the relationships among these concepts, and about the relevance of these concepts for life processes. Hence, answering the test correctly required different levels of knowledge. Each correct answer was assigned 1 point. The reliability of the test was satisfying, $\alpha = .76$.

Procedure

Each tutoring session was divided into three phases: pretest phase, tutoring phase, and posttest phase. On average, a tutoring session lasted about 3 hr. In the pretest phase, the tutees completed the concepts test. In addition, the tutees were asked to draw the blood path of the human circulatory system and to explain the blood path as they knew it. Afterwards, the tutees individually read the

---

1Note that the relatively low intraclass correlation obtained for the codings of the tutors’ mental models at the end of tutoring is not produced by a low interrater agreement per se but by restricted variance between the codings. The restricted variance is due to the fact that the coders mainly assigned the highest codes because all tutors assumed the tutees to have a correct mental model at the end of tutoring.
passage about the human circulatory system. The tutors completed the knowledge test and were also asked to individually read the passage about the human circulatory system.

In the tutoring phase, the dyads of tutors and tutees read each sentence of the passage about the human circulatory system and engaged in a dialogue about each sentence. After the 33th sentence, tutoring was interrupted and the dyads were separated. The tutees were asked to draw and explain the blood path of the human circulatory system. Also, the tutors were required to draw and explain the tutees’ mental model of the human circulatory system in order to measure what the tutors thought that the tutees would know about the blood path. Once this task was accomplished, tutoring was continued.

In the posttest phase, the dyads of tutors and tutees were separated again and asked to draw and explain the blood path of the human circulatory system. Afterwards, the tutees completed the concepts test once again. The tutors also received the items of the concepts test and were asked to indicate how the tutee would answer each of the items of the concepts test. In addition, the tutors self-rated the accuracy with which they had assessed the correctness of a tutee’s mental model in the midst of tutoring and at the end of tutoring.

Analysis of Assessment Accuracy

To measure the accuracy with which the tutors assessed a tutee’s understanding at the level of propositions and at the level of mental models, we compared a tutee’s performance in the concepts test and in the drawing and explanation task with a tutor’s estimate of a tutee’s performance in the concepts test and in the drawing and explanation task. To do so, we used two measures of assessment accuracy. The relative assessment accuracy was calculated by computing correlations between a tutee’s performance and a tutor’s estimate of a tutee’s performance (see Hoge & Coladarci, 1989). This measure indicates whether a tutor is able to assess the relative performance of a tutee (e.g., whether a tutee’s performance is relatively low or relatively high). The absolute assessment accuracy was calculated by computing differences between a tutee’s performance and a tutor’s estimate of a tutee’s performance (see Südkamp & Möller, 2009). In addition to the relative assessment accuracy, this measure indicates the extent to which a tutor is able to assess the absolute performance of a tutee (e.g., the number of items a tutee answers correctly in the concepts test).

RESULTS

For all analyses, we used an alpha level of .05. In the cases of directional hypotheses, we used one-tailed tests. We used eta square as effect size measure. Eta square estimates the proportion of variance in the dependent variable that is explained by an independent variable. Cohen (1988) suggested the following interpretation: $\eta^2 = .01$ is a small effect, $\eta^2 = .06$ is a medium effect, and $\eta^2 = .14$ is a large effect.

Preanalyses

In a first step, we examined the tutors’ knowledge of the human circulatory system. This analysis was performed in order to exclude the possibility that a difference in the assessment accuracy
between the teacher tutors and the student tutors resulted from different levels of knowledge about the human circulatory system. On average, the teacher tutors correctly answered 12.43 ($SD = 3.43$) of the 18 items in the knowledge test. The student tutors correctly answered 11.56 ($SD = 3.86$) of the 18 items. Hence, the teacher tutors and the student tutors had sufficient and comparable knowledge about the human circulatory system, $F(1, 44) = 0.63, p = .43, \eta^2 = .01$ (small effect).

In a second step, we analyzed the tutees’ knowledge before tutoring to exclude the possibility that a difference in the assessment accuracy between teacher tutors and student tutors resulted from a difference in the level of a tutee’s prior understanding of the human circulatory system. At the level of propositions, there was no significant difference between the knowledge level of both tutee groups, $F(1, 44) = 1.58, p = .22, \eta^2 = .04$ (small effect). On average, the tutees of teacher tutors correctly answered 9.38 ($SD = 2.67$) items of the concepts test. The tutees of student tutors correctly answered 10.48 ($SD = 3.16$) items. At the level of mental models, there was also no significant difference between the tutee groups, $F(1, 44) = 0.04, p = .85, \eta^2 < .01$ (small effect). On average, the level of the mental model held by tutees of teacher tutors was 3.95 ($SD = 2.96$). The level of the mental model held by tutees of student tutors was 3.80 ($SD = 2.57$). In sum, the results showed that all tutees already had a basic understanding of the human circulatory system prior to tutoring.

**Level-of-Propositions Hypothesis**

The level-of-propositions hypothesis stated that the teacher tutors assessed more accurately a tutee’s understanding of the human circulatory system at the level of propositions than the student tutors. To test this hypothesis, we analyzed the relative and the absolute accuracy of both tutor groups. To examine the relative assessment accuracy, we computed correlations between the items that the tutors assumed to be correctly answered by the tutees in the concepts test and the items that the tutees actually answered correctly. We found a significant correlation for the teacher tutors, $r = .38, p = .04$, and a correlation near zero for the student tutors, $r = .08, p = .70$. Hence, the teacher tutors were more accurate in assessing whether a tutee had a low or a high level of understanding in the concepts test.

To examine the absolute assessment accuracy, we compared the items that the tutees actually answered correctly in the concepts test with the items that the tutors assumed that the tutees answered correctly. On average, the tutees of teacher tutors answered 14.09 ($SD = 3.13$) items correctly and the tutees of student tutors answered 12.72 ($SD = 3.16$) items correctly. The teacher tutors assumed on average that the tutees answered 14.19 ($SD = 3.04$) items correctly and the student tutors assumed on average 14.92 ($SD = 3.37$) correctly answered items. We performed a repeated-measures analysis with the estimated number of correctly answered items and the actual number of correctly answered items as repeated-measures factor and with the type of tutor as between-subjects factor. The tutors in general significantly overestimated the number of correctly answered items, as indicated by a significant main effect for the repeated-measures factor, $F(1, 44) = 3.73, p = .03, \eta^2 = .07$ (medium effect). As expected, there was no significant main effect of the between-subjects factor, $F(1, 44) = 0.20, p = .67, \eta^2 < .01$ (small effect). However, there was a significant interaction effect between the repeated-measures factor (i.e., assumed and actual number of correctly answered items) and the type of tutor, $F(1, 44) = 3.13, p = .04, \eta^2 =
FIGURE 2 Interaction effect between number of items (correctly answered vs. assumed to be correctly answered) and type of tutor (teacher tutors, student tutors) on assessment accuracy.

.06 (medium effect). As shown in Figure 2, the teacher tutors were significantly more accurate in knowing the number of correctly answered items than the student tutors.

Level-of-Mental-Models Hypothesis

The level-of-mental-models hypothesis stated that the teacher tutors more accurately assessed a tutee’s understanding of the human circulatory system at the level of mental models than the student tutors. To test this hypothesis, we analyzed the relative and the absolute accuracy with which tutors assessed a tutee’s understanding at the level of mental models. To examine the relative assessment accuracy, we computed correlations between the score that was assigned to the tutors’ drawings of the assumed tutees’ mental model and the score that was assigned to the tutees’ actual drawings. Remember that we had the tutees and the tutors draw the human circulatory system in the midst of tutoring and at the end of tutoring. The correlation for the teacher tutors in the midst of tutoring was significant, \( r = .50, p = .01 \), whereas the correlation for the teacher tutors at the end of tutoring failed to reach the level of statistical significance, \( r = .20, p = .19 \). The correlations for the student tutors in the midst of tutoring, \( r = .17, p = .41 \), and at the end of tutoring, \( r = .16, p = .46 \), both were not statistically significant. The teacher tutors were evidently more accurate in assessing whether a tutee had a relatively incorrect or a relatively correct mental model in the midst of tutoring than the student tutors. The difference in the relative assessment accuracy between the teacher tutors and the student tutors, however, was no longer observable at the end of tutoring.

To examine the absolute assessment accuracy, we compared the score that was assigned to the tutees’ actual drawings of the human circulatory system with the score that was assigned to the teacher tutors’ and the student tutors’ drawings of the tutee’s mental model of the human circulatory system. The tutees of teacher tutors achieved on average for their mental model a score of 6.10 (SD = 2.74) in the midst of tutoring and of 8.05 (SD = 2.67) at the end of tutoring. The tutees of student tutors achieved, on average, a mental model score of 6.88 (SD = 2.58) in the midst of tutoring and of 7.84 (SD = 2.75) at the end of tutoring. The teacher tutors assumed the tutees to have a mental model to be scored on average with 8.29 (SD = 2.59) in the midst of
tutoring and with 10.00 (SD = 0.84) at the end of tutoring. The student tutors assumed the tutees to have a mental model to be scored with 7.92 (SD = 2.41) in the midst of tutoring and with 10.12 (SD = 0.93) at the end of tutoring. Two repeated-measures analyses with the estimated mental model and the actual mental model as repeated-measures factor and with the type of tutor as between-subjects factor showed that the tutors in general overestimated the correctness of the tutees’ mental models in the midst of tutoring, as indicated by the main effect for the repeated-measures factor in the first repeated-measures analysis, \( F(1, 44) = 13.50, p = .001, \eta^2 = .23 \) (large effect) and at the end of tutoring, as indicated by the main effect for the repeated-measures factor in the second repeated-measures analysis, \( F(1, 44) = 27.94, p < .001, \eta^2 = .39 \) (large effect). There was no main effect of the between-subjects factor in both repeated measures analyses, in the midst of tutoring, \( F(1, 44) = 0.11, p = .74, \eta^2 < .01 \) (small effect), at the end of tutoring, \( F(1, 44) = 0.01, p = .92, \eta^2 < .01 \) (small effect). More interesting to note is that there was also no significant interaction effect between the repeated-measures factor (i.e., assumed and actual mental model) and the type of tutor, neither in the midst of tutoring, \( F(1, 44) = 1.72, p = .10, \eta^2 = .03 \) (small effect), nor at the end of tutoring, \( F(1, 44) = 0.17, p = .34, \eta^2 < .01 \) (small effect). It is obvious that teacher tutors and student tutors had similar difficulties with accurately assessing the correctness of a tutee’s mental model of the human circulatory system.

**Improvement Hypothesis**

The improvement hypothesis stated that the teacher tutors became more accurate in assessing a tutee’s understanding in the course of tutoring than the student tutors. We performed a repeated-measures analysis with the difference scores reflecting the difference between the mental model as estimated by the tutor and the tutee’s actual mental model in the midst of tutoring and at the end of tutoring as repeated-measures factor and with the type of tutor as between-subjects factor. We calculated the difference scores by subtracting the scores assigned to the tutees’ drawings and explanations from the scores assigned to the tutors’ drawings and explanations. Lower difference scores indicated more accurate assessments.

The main effect for the repeated-measures factor was not significant, \( F(1, 45) = 2.08, p = .16, \eta^2 = .05 \) (small effect). Thus, the tutors overall failed to provide more accurate assessments from the midst of tutoring to the end of tutoring. In addition, there was, as expected, no significant effect for the between-subjects factor, \( F(1, 45) = 0.29, p = .59, \eta^2 = .01 \) (small effect). However, we found a significant interaction between measurement point (i.e., midst of tutoring and end of tutoring) and type of tutor, \( F(1, 45) = 4.53, p = .02, \eta^2 = .09 \) (medium effect). As shown in Figure 3, the absolute assessment accuracy of the teacher tutors slightly increased from the midst of tutoring (difference score: \( M = 2.19, SD = 2.66 \) to the end of tutoring (difference score: \( M = 1.95, SD = 2.64 \)), whereas the absolute assessment accuracy of student tutors decreased from the midst of tutoring (difference score: \( M = 1.04, SD = 3.21 \)) to the end of tutoring (difference score: \( M = 2.28, SD = 2.76 \)).

**Self-Rating Hypothesis**

The self-rating hypothesis stated that the teacher tutors self-rated more accurately their assessment accuracy than the student tutors. Remember that the tutors were asked to indicate their accuracy with which they had assessed the correctness of a tutee’s mental model in the midst of
FIGURE 3 Interaction effect between measurement point (midst of tutoring, end of tutoring) and type of tutor (teacher tutors, student tutors) on assessment accuracy (lower difference scores represent a higher assessment accuracy).

tutoring and at the end of tutoring on a 4-point rating scale. The mean score of the teacher tutors’ self-ratings of their assessment accuracy was 2.10 (SD = 0.55) in the midst of tutoring and 2.85 (SD = 0.49) at the end of tutoring. The mean score of the student tutors’ self-ratings of their assessment accuracy was 2.52 (SD = 0.59) in the midst of tutoring and 3.00 (SD = 0.58) at the end of tutoring. We conducted a repeated-measures analysis with the tutors’ self-ratings in the midst of tutoring and at the end of tutoring as repeated-measures factor and with the type of tutor as between-subjects factor. The results showed a significant main effect for the repeated-measure factor, \(F(1, 43) = 30.13, p < .01, \eta^2 = .40\) (large effect). That is, the tutors in general self-rated their assessment accuracy as being significantly more accurate at the end of tutoring than in the midst of tutoring. Also, the results showed a significant main effect for the type of tutor. In other words, the self-ratings of the student tutors were significantly higher than the self-ratings of the teacher tutors, \(F(1, 43) = 5.32, p = .01, \eta^2 < .11\) (medium effect). Hence, although the results of the previous analyses of the tutors’ absolute assessment accuracy at the level of mental models revealed no significant difference between the teacher tutors and the student tutors, the student tutors had the impression of being more accurate than the teacher tutors. There was no significant interaction effect between the repeated-measures factor and the between-subjects factor, \(F(1, 43) = 1.45, p = .23, \eta^2 = .03\) (small effect).

In addition, we compared the tutors’ self-ratings with the absolute accuracy with which they assessed the correctness of the tutee’s mental model in the midst of tutoring and at the end of tutoring. To do so, we computed correlations between the tutors’ self-ratings and their absolute assessment accuracy. Remember that the absolute assessment accuracy was calculated by subtracting a tutee’s actual mental model from a tutor’s assumed mental model. Thus, more accurate assessments were indicated by lower difference scores. The correlations for the self-ratings of the teacher tutors were statistically significant: in the midst of tutoring, \(r = -.47, p = .02\), at the end of tutoring, \(r = -.56, p = .01\). Hence, the more the teacher tutors assumed their assessments to be accurate, the more accurate their assessments actually were. In contrast, the correlations for the self-ratings of the student tutors were low and did not reach the level of statistical significance: in the midst of tutoring, \(r = .14, p = .49\), at the end of tutoring, \(r = .00, p = .99\). Thus, the results showed that the teacher tutors were fairly accurate in knowing the extent to which they accurately assessed a tutee’s understanding of the human circulatory system at the level of mental models whereas the student tutors were not.
DISCUSSION

In this study, we examined the extent to which teacher tutors and student tutors accurately assessed a tutee’s understanding of the human circulatory system. Following the methodology by Chi et al. (2004), we analyzed a tutor’s assessment accuracy at the level of propositions and at the level of mental models.

First, the study demonstrated that both the teacher tutors and the student tutors had difficulties with accurately assessing a tutee’s understanding. At the level of propositions, we found that the tutors overestimated the number of items that a tutee would answer correctly in the concepts test. At the level of mental models, we observed that the tutors overestimated the correctness of a tutee’s mental model of the human circulatory system. Thus, irrespective of the level of expertise in teaching, classroom teachers and university students misjudged a tutee’s understanding. This finding is in line with the study by Chi et al. (2004) and with research in the area of classroom teaching showing that not only university students but also classroom teachers misjudge a learner’s absolute level of performance with a bias toward overestimation (e.g., Feinberg & Shapiro, 2009; Lin & Chiu, 2010; Südamp & Möller, 2009). It is plausible to assume that tutors rely too heavily on their own understanding as a basis for assessing a tutee’s understanding. As a result, they overestimate what tutees know (see also Chi et al., 2004; Nickerson, 1999).

Second, we provided initial evidence for differences in the assessment accuracy between teacher tutors and student tutors. The teacher tutors were more accurate than the student tutors in assessing a tutee’s relative and absolute understanding at the level of propositions. This finding is in line with the study by Mulholland and Berliner (1992) who showed that classroom teachers assessed learners in a classroom setting more accurately than university students. An explanation for this finding is that teacher tutors, in contrast with student tutors, have more experience with learners with different levels of understanding. In addition, they may be more experienced in assessment activities, which might help them to assess a learner’s understanding accurately.

Third, at the level of mental models, the results partly confirmed our hypotheses. Even though we found that the absolute assessment accuracy of the student tutors decreased in the course of tutoring whereas the absolute assessment accuracy of the teacher tutors increased in the course of tutoring, the teacher tutors were not significantly more accurate than the student tutors in the midst of tutoring and at the end of tutoring. Hence, it was obviously difficult for teacher tutors to assess a tutee’s understanding at the level of mental models. This might have been due to the complexity of the assessment task. Assessing a mental model required tutors to retrieve all pieces of information (e.g., concepts and relations among concepts) that make up a tutee’s mental model from their episodic memory and to integrate these pieces into their working memory to form a complete picture of the tutee’s understanding. In contrast, assessing a tutee’s understanding at the level of propositions might have been relatively easy because the number of pieces of information that make up a correct proposition was rather low. In addition, the task of drawing and explaining a tutee’s mental model of the human circulatory system might have been unfamiliar to both the classroom teachers and the university students in this study. Even though classroom teachers often make use of multiple-choice tests, such as the concepts test that was used in this study, in order to collect information about a learner, classroom teachers might not routinely require learners to draw and verbally explain their thoughts (Martínez et al., 2009). Therefore, it is plausible to assume that the classroom teachers (and the university students) did not know how
to use the drawing and explanation task to gain diagnostically relevant information about a tutee. This interpretation is line with findings obtained by Yin et al. (2008) who showed that forms of formative assessments in classroom teaching are not useful unless teachers are instructed in how to extract relevant information provided by such forms of assessment.

Fourth, we found that the teacher tutors more accurately knew the relative correctness of the tutee’s mental model than the student tutors in the midst of tutoring. At the end of tutoring, the difference in the relative assessment accuracy between the teacher tutors and the student tutors was not observable any longer. An explanation for this finding is that the teacher tutors might have erroneously assumed that all tutees would have a more or less complete understanding of the human circulatory system at the end of tutoring even though this was not the case. This might have been because all (normatively correct) contents of the textbook passage about the human circulatory system had been discussed at the end of tutoring and, thus, had possibly been learned by the tutees. This interpretation is statistically corroborated by the relatively low variance in the teacher tutors’ assessments of the tutees’ mental models at the end of tutoring. Remember that whereas the variance in the teacher tutors’ assessments in the midst of tutoring was relatively high ($SD = 2.59$), the variance in the teacher tutors’ assessments at the end of tutoring was relatively low ($SD = 0.84$). It is obvious that at the end of tutoring, the teacher tutors made the group of tutees more homogeneous than they actually were because the variance in the correctness of the tutees’ mental models was still relatively high ($SD = 2.67$).

Fifth, the results showed that the student tutors were more confident in accurately assessing a tutee’s understanding than the teacher tutors. However, in reality, the teacher tutors were more accurate in judging their assessment accuracy than the student tutors. Thus, in contrast with the student tutors, the teacher tutors were quite aware of whether or not they were able to accurately assess a tutee’s mental model of the human circulatory system. The ability to correctly self-rate their assessment skills might have been acquired by the teacher tutors in their profession as a classroom teacher, whereas the student tutors likely lack this professional experience (Zimmerman, 2006). In addition, it can be assumed that their expertise helped the classroom teachers to free up cognitive resources that they could use to engage in self-monitoring processes (Wittwer et al., 2010). The results also showed that both the teacher tutors and the student tutors were more confident in the accuracy of their assessments at the end of tutoring than in the midst of tutoring. However, the analysis testing the improvement hypothesis demonstrated that the student tutors became more inaccurate and the teachers became more accurate in the course of tutoring. Thus, the finding corroborates the assumption that university students were less capable of self-monitoring their assessment skills than classroom teachers.

In general, the shortcomings in the assessments of tutors observed in this study suggest that tutors, irrespective of their level of expertise in teaching, need to improve their assessment skills. Therefore, tutors might benefit from explicit training in assessment strategies that could help them to make tutoring more effective (e.g., Chi & Roy, 2010; Snow & Swanson, 1992). The results of this study suggest (a) that all tutors need to overcome their tendency to overestimate a tutee’s understanding (particularly at the end of tutoring), (b) that all tutors need to be trained in applying innovative forms of assessments, such as the use of drawings, to get a more complete picture of a tutee’s understanding (cf. Yin et al., 2008), (c) that university students need to receive more intensive training than classroom teachers, and (d) that university students need to be trained in self-monitoring their assessment skills (cf. Zimmerman, 2006). Future research should
empirically test whether trainings that target such factors in fact improve a tutor’s assessment skills and affect, in the long run, the effectiveness of tutoring.

Up to now, little is known about the factors influencing the assessment accuracy of teachers and tutors. In particular, there is scarce information about the characteristics of teachers and tutors that affect their assessment accuracy (Südkamp et al., 2012). In this study, we examined the role of expertise in teaching as a factor accounting for assessment accuracy. Using expertise in teaching as a broad category to compare classroom teachers (i.e., experts in teaching) with university students (i.e., novices in teaching), we were successful at revealing differences in the assessment accuracy between the two groups of tutors. Of course, however, expertise in teaching is a rather coarse-grained measure comprised of many components (e.g., views of learning, Staub & Stern, 2002; pedagogical knowledge, Shulman, 1986) that are theoretically related to the ability to accurately assess a learner’s understanding. Therefore, to improve our understanding about the factors that influence assessment accuracy, future research should examine in more detail which aspects of expertise in teaching are most relevant for assessing a learner’s understanding accurately.
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Abstract

In the course of tutoring, tutors have the opportunity to formatively assess a tutee’s understanding. The information gathered by engaging in formative assessment can be used by tutors not only to adapt instruction in order to enhance learning but also to form a summative judgment in order to document a tutee’s learning after tutoring. We report about an empirical study with 46 tutor-tutee dyads that examined a tutor’s formative assessment in response to a tutee’s knowledge deficits. The results showed that formative assessment during tutoring supported learning and improved the accuracy with which tutors summatively assessed a tutee’s understanding after tutoring. At the same time, formative assessment was more pronounced in response to knowledge deficits that resulted from a tutor’s deliberate elicitation of a tutee’s understanding than in response to knowledge deficits that tutees spontaneously expressed on their own initiative. In addition, tutors with teaching experience not only caused tutees to express more knowledge deficits but they also more often engaged in formative assessment in response to knowledge deficits than tutors without teaching experience. This difference also explained why tutors with teaching experience were more accurate than tutors without teaching experience in summatively assessing a tutee’s understanding after tutoring. Our findings suggest that the learning potential of knowledge deficits that tutees express largely depends on a tutor’s formative assessment. In addition, when tutors engage in formative assessment they are able to form a more accurate picture of what a tutee has learned after tutoring.
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Human tutoring provides tutors with the opportunity to formatively assess a tutee’s individual understanding (e.g., Chi & Roy, 2010; Chi, Siler, Jeong, Yamauchi, & Hausmann, 2001; Katz, Allbritton, & Connelly, 2003; Snow & Swanson, 1992). For example, when a tutee answers a question, a tutor can learn what a tutee does and does not know (Chi, Siler, & Jeong, 2004; Cromley & Azevedo, 2005). The information gathered by engaging in such formative assessment can be used by tutors not only to adapt instruction in order to enhance learning but also to summatively assess a tutee’s understanding at the end of tutoring (e.g., Black, 1993; Black & Wiliam, 2009).

In this article, we are interested in a tutor’s formative assessment in response to a tutee’s knowledge deficits. Knowledge deficits such as incomplete beliefs or misconceptions often occur in the course of tutoring and provide a tutor with the opportunity to engage in formative assessment to diagnose a tutee’s misunderstandings in more detail (e.g., Chi et al., 2004). We report a study in which we examined whether such formative assessment would improve a tutee’s learning and a tutor’s summative assessment of a tutee’s understanding at the end of tutoring. Given tutors’ varying experience in tutoring (e.g., Graesser, D’Mello, & Cade, 2011; VanLehn, 2011), we also studied how the experience of tutors would come into play when assessing a tutee’s knowledge deficits in the course of a tutoring session.

Formative and Summative Assessment

The concepts of formative assessment and summative assessment have been widely used to describe types of assessment procedures that take place in classroom teaching (see, e.g., Black & William, 1998, 2009; Shavelson et al., 2008). Formative assessment refers to an assessment practice that is undertaken in the course of teaching with the aim to gather information that can be used to adapt instruction and, thus, to support learning (e.g., Black & Willliam, 1998; Shepard, Hammerness, Darling-Hammond, & Rust, 2005). Therefore,
formative assessment is often called *assessment for learning* (Birenbaum et al., 2006; Shepard, 2005; Stiggins, 2006). In contrast, the primarily goal associated with summative assessment is not to improve learning but to document a person’s learning at the end of instruction (e.g., Shavelson et al., 2008). Thus, summative assessment is frequently termed *assessment of learning* (Birenbaum et al., 2006). Formative assessment and summative assessment complement each other because the information gathered by engaging in formative assessment can be used to summatively assess a person’s learning (e.g., Birenbaum et al., 2006; Black, 1993). Conversely, summative assessment can be used to inform subsequent instruction (for more details, see Black & Wiliam, 2009). For example, the results of summative assessment might help to prepare the next teaching unit by selecting learning material that is specifically suited to a learner’s assessed level of understanding (e.g., Perie, Marion, & Gong, 2009).

**Formative Assessment and Learning**

Research has shown that formative assessment benefits learning. For example, Wiliam, Lee, Harrison, and Black (2004) found that students learned more when teachers integrated procedures of formative assessment into their classroom teaching. Similarly, Furtak et al. (2008) demonstrated that the extent to which a teacher engaged in formative assessment during classroom teaching was positively related to learning. Likewise, in the context of tutoring, Bloom (1984) showed that tutoring in which formative tests were embedded was more effective than traditional classroom teaching. Despite the benefits of formative assessment for learning, it is not undisputed what counts as formative assessment (see, e.g., Black & Wiliam, 2009). For example, Shavelson et al. (2008) proposed three types of formative assessment, namely, (1) on-the-fly formative assessment where an instructor unintentionally receives information about a learner’s understanding, (2) planned-for-interaction formative assessment where an instructor, for example, asks a question to deliberately assess a learner’s understanding, and (3) embedded-in-the-curriculum formative...
assessment where the formative assessment procedures are an integral part of the curriculum. In addition, Black and Wiliam (2009) argued that there are some distinctive activities in formative assessment such as eliciting a learner’s understanding, providing feedback, and activating a learner (see also Birenbaum et al., 2006; Shepard, 2005).

**Formative Assessment as a Basis for Summative Assessment**

Apart from supporting the learning process on a moment-to-moment basis, formative assessment can be used to summatively assess a learner’s understanding (e.g., Black, 1993). For example, when evaluating a learner’s understanding at the end of a learning unit, all information gathered in the course of instruction by engaging in formative assessment can be collected to form a summative judgment (e.g., Perie et al., 2009). However, very little attention has been paid to whether formative assessment is a reliable method to inform summative assessment. Thus, it is not clear whether instructors are able to aggregate the information resulting from engaging in formative assessment into a summative judgment. Research in the field of classroom teaching has mainly focused on the accuracy with which teachers summatively judge a learner’s academic achievement as displayed in performance tests (for overviews, see Hoge & Coladarci, 1989; Südkamp, Kaiser, & Möller, 2012). In contrast, research on human tutoring is usually interested in a tutor’s activities that are responsible for learning (e.g., Graesser et al., 2011). Therefore, this research often focuses on activities associated with formative assessment such as giving feedback or providing scaffolding. However, learning measures are rarely collected in research on tutoring. Therefore, it is often not possible to study a tutor’s summative assessment (for an exception, see, e.g., Chi et al., 2001; Herppich, Wittwer, Nückles, & Renkl, 2013).

**Formative Assessment of a Learner’s Understanding in Tutoring:**

**The Case of Knowledge Deficits**

Human tutoring provides a tutor with the opportunity to formatively assess a tutee’s understanding on a moment-to-moment basis (Graesser et al., 2011; Graesser, Person, &
Magliano, 1995). In the context of this study, we are interested in the way a tutor formatively assesses knowledge deficits that a tutee expresses in the course of tutoring. According to Chi et al. (2004), knowledge deficits refer, for example, to contradictory beliefs (e.g., a tutee assumes: “Blood goes to the various body parts after it leaves the right ventricle.” but a passage from a textbook says: “Blood goes to the lungs after it leaves the right ventricle.”; Chi et al., 2004, p. 366) or incomplete beliefs (e.g., a tutee says “a valve” but the correct answer would be “a semilunar valve”; Chi et al., 2004, p. 379). Such expressed knowledge deficits are diagnostically informative because they indicate what a tutee does not know (Chi et al., 2004; Graesser et al., 1995). Following Chi et al. (2004), knowledge deficits can be further differentiated as either tutee-initiated or tutor-initiated. A tutee-initiated knowledge deficit occurs when a tutee expresses a knowledge deficit while, for example, asking a question to the tutor. In contrast, a tutor-initiated knowledge deficit occurs when a tutee expresses a knowledge deficit, for example, in response to a tutor’s question. In line with the typology proposed by Shavelson et al. (2008), tutee-initiated knowledge deficits form the basis for on-the-fly formative assessment because such knowledge deficits occur unexpectedly for tutors. Tutor-initiated knowledge deficits, in contrast, are part of planned-for-interaction formative assessment because tutors deliberately ask questions to elicit a tutee’s understanding including knowledge deficits.

When a tutee expresses a knowledge deficit, regardless of whether it is tutee-initiated or tutor-initiated, it is important to consider how a tutor addresses a tutee’s knowledge deficit (Black & Wiliam, 2009; Chi et al., 2004). At one extreme, a tutor might ask questions in response to a tutee’s knowledge deficit in order to gain more information about a tutee’s understanding. At the other extreme, a tutor might provide a correct answer without addressing a tutee’s understanding in more detail. Research on human tutoring has identified mainly three different types of responses to knowledge deficits, namely, providing negative feedback, scaffolding, and giving a correct answer (Chi et al., 2004; Graesser et al., 1995). All
three types of responses address a tutee’s knowledge deficit. However, whereas providing negative feedback and scaffolding in response to knowledge deficits can be regarded as formative assessment procedures because they elicit answers from tutees, giving a correct answer in response to knowledge deficits fails to provide a tutor with more information about a tutee’s understanding (Black & Wiliam, 2009).

**Providing Negative Feedback**

Feedback is normally used to comment on a tutee’s contribution (Cromley & Azevedo, 2005; VanLehn, 2011). In particular, negative feedback is assumed to benefit learning because it provides a tutee with the information what has not been understood yet (e.g., Anderson, Corbett, Koedinger, & Pelletier, 1995; Merrill, Reiser, Ranney, & Trafton, 1992). From a tutee’s response to negative feedback, a tutor can derive information that can be used to assess a tutee’s level of understanding.

**Providing Scaffolding**

Scaffolding refers to a tutor’s moves, such as asking questions or providing hints, that are undertaken to support a tutee in proceeding further in a line of reasoning or in a task that a tutee would be not able to accomplish alone (Chi et al., 2001; Van de Pol et al., 2010). Hence, scaffolding serves the function to interactively guide a tutee to a more complete and correct understanding (Chi, 2009; Graesser et al., 1995, 2011). When tutors provide scaffolding, they receive information that can be used for assessing a tutee’s understanding.

**Giving a Correct Answer**

Giving a correct answer is an example of an activity that is undertaken by a tutor to provide a tutee with content-related information (D’Mello, Lehman, & Person, 2010; Graesser et al., 1995). However, in many instances, correct answers are not fully adapted to a tutee’s specific understanding (Chi et al., 2001; Wittwer & Renkl, 2008, Wittwer, Nückles, Landmann, & Renkl, 2010). Therefore, correct answers often do not enhance learning. In addition, giving a correct answer is per se a non-interactive activity because as long as a tutor
talks a tutee usually does not talk (e.g., VanLehn et al., 2003). Therefore, this activity usually fails to provide a tutor with the opportunity to receive further information from a tutee. Hence, even though giving a correct answer indicates that a tutor obviously recognizes a tutee’s knowledge deficit, it does not necessarily help a tutor to further assess a tutee’s individual understanding.

Evidence for Formative Assessment in Response to Knowledge Deficits

There are only a few studies that examined a tutor’s formative assessment in response to a tutee’s knowledge deficits. Chi et al. (2004) examined exclusively tutee-initiated knowledge deficits and assumed that when tutors provided negative feedback, scaffolded a tutee, or gave a correct answer, they unambiguously addressed a tutee’s knowledge deficit. Moreover, when a tutor vaguely signaled the detection of a knowledge deficit but did not unambiguously address and repair it, the tutor was assumed to “attempt to repair” the knowledge deficit (Chi et al., 2004, p. 382). In addition, when a tutor continued the discussion without referring to a knowledge deficit, acknowledged it as being correct or repeated a knowledge deficit, it was assumed that a tutor accepted the knowledge deficit. It was found that the tutors unambiguously addressed less than half of all tutee-initiated knowledge deficits and accepted about one third. Hence, the tutee-initiated knowledge deficits were not always used by tutors to engage in formative assessment. In contrast to the results reported by Chi et al. (2004), Cromley and Azevedo (2005) observed in their study that tutors addressed a tutee’s knowledge deficits in the great majority of cases. The tutors most often provided scaffolding, gave negative feedback, or presented a correct answer. Similarly, Graesser et al. (1995) showed that tutors frequently provided a correct answer to a tutee’s knowledge deficit. Moreover, the tutors provided hints, gave lengthy explanations, provided direct negative feedback, or asked a question to direct a tutee towards the correct answer.

Overall, the reported studies (Chi et al., 2004; Cromley & Azevedo, 2005; Graesser et al., 1995) suggest that a tutor frequently reacts to a tutee’s knowledge deficits with providing
scaffolding, giving negative feedback, and conveying a correct answer. Of these reactions, only scaffolding and giving negative feedback count as formative assessment procedures, whereas giving a correct answer does not provide a tutor with further information about a tutee’s understanding. Although the reported studies (Chi et al., 2004; Cromley & Azevedo, 2005; Graesser et al., 1995) provide important insights into how tutors formatively assess a tutee’s knowledge deficits, several questions remain unanswered.

First, no study has examined whether formative assessment in response to knowledge deficits in the course of tutoring supports a tutee’s learning and a tutor’s summative assessment of a tutee’s understanding at the end of tutoring. This question is, however, important because knowledge deficits are regarded as a central learning opportunity for tutees (Chi et al., 2004; Graesser et al., 1995). In addition, when the information collected by engaging in formative assessment is not useful for summatively assessing a tutee’s understanding, assessment procedures other than a tutor’s assessment such as standardized tests would be necessary to document a tutee’s level of understanding at the end of a learning unit (e.g., Harlen & James, 1997).

Second, it is not clear how different types of formative assessment are used in human tutoring. More specifically, it is plausible to assume that formative assessment in response to tutee-initiated knowledge deficits (on-the-fly formative assessment; Shavelson et al., 2008) is designed differently than formative assessment in response to tutor-initiated knowledge deficits (planned-for-interaction formative assessment; Shavelson et al., 2008). For example, Shavelson (2006) argues that, due the unexpectedness of getting insight into a learner’s understanding in on-the-fly formative assessment, instructors might not know how to respond to the learner appropriately. In contrast, when formative assessment is planned and knowledge deficits, for example, are deliberately elicited, instructors might be better equipped with responding to such knowledge deficits. Hence, it might be that tutors differ in the way they
respond to knowledge deficits depending on whether such knowledge deficits are tutee-initiated or tutor-initiated.

Third, it remains open as to whether the way a tutor formatively assesses a tutee’s knowledge deficits depends on a tutor’s experience. Persons such as university students or parents who possess relevant knowledge but who are not trained in teaching (i.e., normal tutors) often serve as tutors (Chi et al., 2001; Graesser et al., 2011; VanLehn, 2011). Sometimes, however, tutors are classroom teachers or graduate students who are more experienced because they are trained in tutoring or possess teaching experience (e.g., Chi, Roy, & Hausmann, 2008; McArthur, Stasz, & Zmuidzinas, 1990; Putnam, 1987). Research shows that inexperienced tutors have the propensity to provide information during tutoring (e.g., Chi et al., 2001), whereas experienced tutors more often engage in scaffolding (Cade, Copeland, Person, & D’Mello, 2008; Chae, Kim, & Glass, 2005; Chi et al., 2008; Cromley & Azevedo, 2005). In light of this finding, it can be assumed that, depending on their experience, tutors also differ in the way they formatively assess a tutee’s knowledge deficits. More concretely, when a tutee’s expresses a knowledge deficit, experienced tutors might be more likely to provide scaffolding whereas inexperienced tutors might more often respond with providing information.

Present Study and Hypotheses

We examined the extent to which tutors engaged in formative assessment in response to tutees’ knowledge deficits. In particular, we were interested in whether a tutor’s formative assessment would benefit a tutee’s learning and a tutor’s summative assessment of a tutee’s understanding at the end of tutoring. The analyses reported in this study are based on protocol data that were collected but not reported in the study by Herppich et al. (2013), who examined tutoring in the domain of the human circulatory system. The study by Herppich et al. (2013) already showed that experienced tutors, that is, classroom teachers (i.e., teacher tutors) summatively assessed a tutee’s conceptual understanding about the human circulatory system
more accurately than did inexperienced tutors, that is, university students (i.e., student tutors). In the present study, we addressed the following hypotheses:

- **Learning-Effect hypothesis**: Tutors who more often engage in formative assessment in response to knowledge deficits more strongly support a tutee’s learning than tutors who less often engage in formative assessment in response to knowledge deficits.

- **Assessment-Effect hypothesis**: Tutors summatively assess a tutee’s understanding at the end of tutoring more accurately when they more often engage in formative assessment in response to knowledge deficits during tutoring.

- **Knowledge-Deficit-Type hypothesis**: Tutors more often engage in formative assessment in response to tutor-initiated knowledge deficits than in response to tutee-initiated knowledge deficits.

- **Tutor-Type-Knowledge-Deficit hypothesis**: Teacher tutors more often cause tutees to produce knowledge deficits than student teachers.

- **Tutor-Type-Formative-Assessment hypothesis**: Teacher tutors more often engage in formative assessment in response to knowledge deficits than student teachers.

- **Tutor-Type-Learning-Effect hypothesis**: Teacher tutors support a tutee’s learning more strongly than student tutors. This effect can be explained by a difference in the extent to which teacher tutors and student tutors engage in formative assessment in response to knowledge deficits.

- **Tutor-Type-Assessment-Effect hypothesis**: That teacher tutors are more accurate than student tutors in summatively assessing a tutee’s understanding at the end of tutoring (see Herppich et al., 2013) is attributable to a difference in the extent to which teacher tutors and student tutors engage in formative assessment in response to knowledge deficits.

**Method**

The materials and the procedure applied in this study were thoroughly described in Herppich et al. (2013). Please refer to this article for more detailed information.
Sample and Design

A total of $N = 46$ tutor-tutee dyads participated in the study (Herppich et al., 2013). As teacher tutors, we had 21 biology teachers with a mean age of 44.05 years ($SD = 11.76$). Of them, 11 tutors were female and 10 tutors were male. As student tutors, we had 25 university students majoring in biology with a mean age of 22.24 years ($SD = 2.83$). Of them, 21 tutors were female and 4 tutors were male. The tutees were seventh-grade students. Of them, 19 were female and 27 were male. Their mean age was 12.65 years ($SD = 0.53$). The tutees were randomly assigned to one of the two tutor groups. Therefore, tutors and tutees did not know each other before tutoring.

The dependent variables were (1) the number of knowledge deficits that a tutee expressed during tutoring, (2) a tutor’s formative assessment operationalized as the ratio of a tutor’s interactive responses to knowledge deficits to a tutor’s non-interactive responses to knowledge deficits during tutoring, (3) a tutor’s item-by-item summative assessment accuracy at the end of tutoring (item responses sensu Hoge & Coladarci, 1989), and (4) a tutee’s learning gain at the end of tutoring.

Materials

Textbook passage (tutees and tutors). In the tutoring session, the dyads of tutor and the tutee engaged in a dialogue on the basis of a passage about the human circulatory system.

Concepts test (tutees and tutors). The test consisted of 25 multiple-choice items that assessed a tutee’s understanding of concepts related to the human circulatory system (for an example, see Figure 1). A correct answer to an item indicated a correct understanding. Each of the incorrect answers to an item indicated an incorrect understanding. The tutee was administered the test at the beginning and at the end of tutoring. Each item that a tutee answered correctly in the concepts test was assigned 1 point. Hence, a tutee could achieve a maximum number of 25 points.
To examine the accuracy with which the tutors assessed a tutee’s knowledge of the human circulatory system, the tutors also received the concepts test at the end of tutoring but they were asked to indicate how their tutee would answer each of the 25 items.

Procedure

Each tutoring session was divided into three phases: pretest phase, tutoring phase, and posttest phase. On average, a tutoring session lasted about 3 hours. In the pretest phase, the tutees completed the concepts test. In addition, each tutee and each tutor individually read the passage about the human circulatory system. In the tutoring phase, tutor-tutee dyads jointly read the passage about the human circulatory system sentence-by-sentence and engaged in a dialogue about each sentence. All tutoring phases were videotaped. In the posttest phase, the tutees completed the concepts test once again. The tutors also received the items of the concepts test and were asked to indicate how the tutee would answer each of the items of the concepts test.

Coding

To code a tutee’s knowledge deficits and a tutor’s responses, we used a coding scheme adapted from Chi et al. (2004, for original coding scheme).

Tutees’ knowledge deficits. The recordings of the tutoring sessions were coded for a tutee’s knowledge deficits by using an event sampling procedure. An event was coded as a knowledge deficit when the tutee uttered a belief that (1) contradicted a piece of knowledge explicitly or implicitly stated in the textbook passage, that (2) was incomplete (e.g., Oxygen is what we breathe in as an answer to a tutor’s question What kind of substances are oxygen and carbon dioxide?), that (3) was vague (e.g., So we can live as an answer to a tutor’s question Why do we need oxygen?), that (4) was incorrect and not explicitly or implicitly addressed in the content of the textbook passage, that is, a false belief, or when the tutee (5) did not utter a certain piece of information at all, that is, the tutee obviously missed this piece of information. The coding differentiated between knowledge deficits initiated by the tutor (i.e., tutor-
initiated) that followed a tutor’s question or prompt and knowledge deficits initiated by the tutee (i.e., tutee-initiated), which were unprompted questions, remarks, or self-explanations. To standardize coding, the coder used a written instruction. To test for the reliability of the coding scheme, a second coder independently coded tutees’ knowledge deficits and tutors’ responses for 10 dyads (22%). We calculated interrater agreement at the level of coding intervals. Cohen’s kappa (Cohen, 1960) for coding a tutor-initiated knowledge deficit (κ = .85) and for coding a tutee-initiated knowledge deficit (κ = .74) was good (Fleiss & Cohen, 1973).

**Formative assessment: Tutors’ responses to tutees’ knowledge deficits.** The recordings of the tutoring sessions were also coded for a tutor’s responses to a tutee’s knowledge deficits. Generally, a response was defined as a tutor’s first reaction to a knowledge deficit uttered by a tutee. The following types of responses were coded: (1) direct feedback, that is, a tutor gave a short negative feedback that could include a short correction of a tutee’s utterance, like No or Like that it’s not correct or No, it’s the other way round, (2) scaffolding, that is, a tutor gave a hint or prompt (cf. Chi et al., 2001; Van de Pol et al., 2010) that pushed the tutee towards discovering the correct information on her or his own, (3) correct answer, that is, a tutor comprehensively supplied the correct piece of information (4) attempt to repair, that is, a tutor’s response indicated that the knowledge deficit was detected but the tutor did not try to correct it (e.g., a tutor acknowledged that the tutee could not know a piece of information or the tutor instructed the tutee to stop talking and concentrated on the actual content of the text passage again), (5) ignoring, that is, the tutor did neither obviously detect nor correct a tutee’s knowledge deficit (e.g., a tutor gave positive feedback or repeated a tutee’s utterance verbatim; termed accept in the coding scheme by Chi et al., 2004). Due to the low incidence of recognition without repair and ignoring (in total 9%), we confined our analyses to a tutor’s responses that comprised (1) direct feedback, (2) scaffolding, and (3) correct answers.
The following episodes from a videotaped tutoring session provide examples of the different types of a tutor’s responses to a tutee’s knowledge deficits.

TUTOR: Okay. And, now, what’s a circuit?
TUTEE: A circuit is… {taps with one hand on the other; grimaces} oh, I don’t know it. Circuit… Circuit…

[Tutor-initiated]

TUTOR: Can you imagine if something goes in circles?

[Scaffolding]

TUTEE: Yes.

TUTOR: Why does the blood need to go to the lung? What does the lung do? …{pauses} Why is the blood supposed to be there?

[Tutor-initiated]

TUTEE: Yes, um, yes, the lung filters the blood doesn’t it?

[Tutor-initiated]

TUTOR: No.

[Direct Feedback]

TUTEE: [Reads a sentence] ‘These arteries first branch out to arterioles and then branch out to capillaries.’

Arterioles were the very small ones. And capillaries…{pauses}?

[Tutee-initiated]

TUTOR: And the capillaries are the even smaller ones.

[Correct Answer]

To test our hypotheses, we proceeded in the following way: First, we summed up all direct feedback responses, scaffolding responses, and correct answer responses to a tutee’s knowledge deficits separately for each tutor and separately for tutor-initiated knowledge deficits and tutee-initiated knowledge deficits, respectively. Second, we computed a combined measure of formative assessment by adding the number of direct feedback responses to the
number of scaffolding responses for each tutor. Third, we followed the suggestion by Chi et al. (2008) and divided the resulting sum by the number of correct answer responses for each tutor in order to calculate the ratio of interactive responses to non-interactive responses. A higher ratio indicated a larger amount of formative assessment in response to a tutee’s knowledge deficits. The interrater reliability for interactive responses to tutor-initiated knowledge deficits was κ = .80 (Cohen, 1960). For interactive responses to tutee-initiated knowledge deficits, the interrater reliability was κ = .25. For non-interactive responses to tutor-initiated knowledge deficits, the interrater reliability was κ = .63. Finally, for non-interactive responses to tutee-initiated knowledge deficits, the interrater reliability was κ = .74. With the exception of the interrater reliability for interactive responses to tutee-initiated knowledge deficits, the interrater reliability for all responses was good (Fleiss & Cohen, 1973). The low value of κ = .25, however, is not produced by a low interrater agreement per se but due to the scarcity of interactive responses to tutee-initiated knowledge deficits (Wirtz & Caspar, 2002; cf. Table 2).

**Summative assessment: Tutors’ assessment accuracy.** To measure the accuracy with which a tutor summatively assessed a tutee’s conceptual understanding of the human circulatory system at the end of tutoring, we compared a tutee’s answers in the concepts test administered in the posttest phase with a tutor’s estimations of the tutee’s answers in this concepts test on an item-by-item basis (called *item responses* sensu Hoge & Coladarci, 1989). To do so, we assigned a tutor 1 point for every correct prediction. Thus, if a tutor estimated that the tutee would choose response, for example, option 2 and a tutee indeed chose response option 2, the tutor was assigned 1 point. The concepts test comprised 25 items. Thus, a tutor could achieve a maximum score of 25 points. The number of points was used as indicator of a tutor’s assessment accuracy.

**Tutees’ learning gain.** We measured a tutee’s learning gain by subtracting the pretest score in the concepts test from the posttest score in the concepts test. For example, a tutee
who had 4 points in the pretest and 18 points in the posttest achieved a learning gain of 14 points.

Results

For all analyses, we used an alpha level of .05. In the cases of directional hypotheses, we used one-tailed tests. Depending on the statistical analysis, we employed differing effect sizes. We report $\eta^2$ as effect-size measure for ANOVAs (Cohen, 1988), $\varphi$ as effect-size measure for Fisher’s exact test (Cohen, 1988), $R^2$ and standardized regression coefficients ($\beta$) as effect-size measures for simple linear OLS regressions (Cohen, 1988), and $\kappa^2$ as effect-size measure for indirect effects in simple mediation analyses (Preacher & Kelley, 2011).

Note that not in all tutor-tutee dyads a tutee expressed knowledge deficits and not in all tutor-tutee dyads a tutor responded interactively and non-interactively to a tutee’s knowledge deficits. Therefore, the analysis of a tutor’s formative assessment in response to a tutee’s knowledge deficit can only apply to those dyads in which (1) a tutee expressed at least one knowledge deficit and (2) in which a tutor responded at least once non-interactively to a tutee’s knowledge deficit. Given these constraints, the analysis of formative assessment in response to tutor-initiated knowledge deficits is based on a sample with $N = 42$ tutor-tutee dyads. In the analysis of formative assessment in response to tutee-initiated knowledge deficits, the sample size is $N = 38$ tutor-tutee dyads. The analysis of formative assessment in response to both types of knowledge deficits is restricted to $N = 35$ tutor-tutee-dyads. All analyses were performed using Excel 2010, SPSS 20.0.0, AMOS 20.0.0, and the PROCESS macro for SPSS introduced by Hayes (2012).

Learning-Effect Hypothesis

The learning-effect hypothesis predicted that a larger amount of formative assessment in response to knowledge deficits benefits learning more than does a smaller amount of formative assessment in response to knowledge deficits. To test this hypothesis, we performed two simple linear regression analyses with a tutee’s learning gain as the criterion and the
amount of formative assessment in response to tutor-initiated knowledge deficits and in
to tutee-initiated knowledge deficits, respectively, as the predictor (see Table 1 and
Table 2 for means and standard deviations). The results showed that a larger amount of
formative assessment positively and significantly accounted for a tutee’s learning gain when
formative assessment was undertaken in response to tutor-initiated knowledge deficits, $R^2 = .07$ (medium effect), $F(1, 40) = 3.06, \beta = .27, p < .05, 95\% \text{ CI } [.01, .52]$, and in response to
tutee-initiated knowledge deficits, $R^2 = .09$ (medium effect), $F(1, 36) = 3.61, \beta = .30, p < .05,$
95% CI [.03, .58]. Thus, tutors who more often engaged in formative assessment in response
to knowledge deficits more strongly supported a tutee’s learning.

Assessment-Effect Hypothesis

According to the assessment-effect hypothesis, tutors should summatively assess a
tutee’s understanding at the end of tutoring more accurately when they more often engage in
formative assessment in response to knowledge deficits in the course of tutoring. To test this
hypothesis, we performed two simple linear regression analyses with the amount of formative
assessment in response to a tutee’s knowledge deficits as predictor and with the accuracy of a
tutor’s assessment at the end of tutoring as the criterion (see Table 1 and Table 2 for means
and standard deviations). We found that a larger amount of formative assessment positively
and significantly predicted more accurate assessments when tutors engaged in formative
assessment in response to tutor-initiated knowledge deficits, $R^2 = .10$ (medium effect), $F(1,$
$40) = 4.42, \beta = .32, p < .05, 95\% \text{ CI } [.06, .57]$, and in response to tutee-initiated knowledge
deficits, $R^2 = .31$ (large effect), $F(1, 36) = 16.40, \beta = .56, p < .05, 95\% \text{ CI } [.33, .79]$. Hence,
tutors were more accurate at assessing a tutee’s understanding at the end of tutoring when
they more often engaged in formative assessment in response to a tutee’s knowledge deficits
in the course of tutoring.

Knowledge-Deficit-Type Hypothesis
The knowledge-deficit-type hypothesis stated that tutors more often respond with formative assessment to tutor-initiated knowledge deficits than to tutee-initiated knowledge deficits. To test this hypothesis, we computed a repeated-measures analysis with the amount of formative assessment in response to tutor-initiated knowledge deficits and the amount of formative assessment in response to tutee-initiated knowledge deficits as levels of the repeated-measures factor. In the reduced sample of \( N = 35 \) dyads with valid responses to tutor-initiated knowledge deficits and to tutee-initiated knowledge deficits, a tutor’s amount of formative assessment in response to tutor-initiated knowledge deficits was, on average, 1.34 (\( SD = 1.26 \)) and a tutor’s amount of formative assessment in response to tutee-initiated knowledge deficits was, on average, 0.22 (\( SD = 0.35 \)). The correlation between formative assessment in response to tutor-initiated knowledge deficits and in response to tutee-initiated knowledge deficits was \( r = .35, p < .05 \). Thus, tutors who more often engaged in formative assessment in response to tutor-initiated knowledge deficits also more often engaged in formative assessment in response to tutee-initiated knowledge deficits. The repeated-measures analysis showed that tutor-initiated knowledge deficits were indeed followed by a larger amount of formative assessment than tutee-initiated knowledge deficits, \( F(1, 34) = 31.38, p < .05, \eta^2 = .48 \) (large effect). Thus, tutors responded to tutor-initiated knowledge deficits more often with formative assessment than to tutee-initiated knowledge deficits.

**Tutor-Type-Knowledge-Deficit Hypothesis**

The tutor-type-knowledge-deficit hypothesis predicted that teacher tutors cause their tutees more often to produce knowledge deficits than do student tutors. In a first step, we counted the number of dyads in which a tutee did not express a knowledge deficit at all. Of the \( n = 21 \) dyads with teacher tutors, there was 1 dyad in which the tutee did not express a tutor-initiated knowledge deficit and there was also 1 dyad in which the tutee did not express a tutee-initiated knowledge deficit. Of the \( n = 25 \) dyads with student tutors, there were 3 dyads in which the tutee did not express a tutor-initiated knowledge deficit and there were 6
dyads in which the tutee did not express a tutee-initiated knowledge deficit. Two Fisher’s exact tests showed that there were more dyads with student tutors whose tutees did not express a knowledge deficit than dyads with teacher tutors whose tutees did not express a knowledge deficit. This difference, however, failed to reach the level of statistical significance for tutor-initiated knowledge deficits, \( p = .37, \phi = .13 \) (small effect), and for tutee-initiated knowledge deficits, \( p = .08, \phi = .27 \) (medium effect).

In a second step, we performed two one-way ANOVAs including the type of tutor (i.e., teacher tutor vs. student tutor) as the independent variable and the number of tutor-initiated knowledge deficits and the number of tutee-initiated knowledge deficits, respectively, as dependent variable. Overall, the \( n = 21 \) teacher tutors initiated, on average, 40.90 (SD = 27.16) knowledge deficits and their tutees, on average, expressed 10.81 (SD = 12.75) tutee-initiated knowledge deficits. The \( n = 25 \) student tutors initiated, on average, 22.68 (SD = 25.33) knowledge deficits and their tutees, on average, expressed 4.36 (SD = 5.84) tutee-initiated knowledge deficits. As predicted, teacher tutors elicited significantly more tutor-initiated knowledge deficits than did student tutors, \( F(1, 44) = 5.53, p < .05, \eta^2 = .11 \) (medium effect). Similarly, teacher tutors also made their tutees express significantly more tutee-initiated knowledge deficits than did student tutors, \( F(1, 44) = 5.13, p < .05, \eta^2 = .07 \) (medium effect). Thus, teacher tutors caused their tutees to produce more knowledge deficits than did student tutors.

**Tutor-Type-Formative-Assessment Hypothesis**

The tutor-type-formative-assessment hypothesis stated that teacher tutors more often engage in formative assessment in response to knowledge deficits than student tutors. We tested this hypothesis with two one-way ANOVAs. The ANOVAs included the type of tutor as the independent variable and the amount of formative assessment in response to tutor-initiated knowledge deficits and to tutee-initiated knowledge deficits, respectively, as dependent variable (see Table 1 and Table 2 for means and standard deviations). The results
showed that teacher tutors more often engaged in formative assessment in response to tutor-initiated knowledge deficits, $F(1, 40) = 7.09, p < .05, \eta^2 = .15$ (large effect), and to tutee-initiated knowledge-deficits, $F(1, 36) = 3.93, p < .05, \eta^2 = .10$ (medium effect), than did student tutors.

**Tutor-Type-Learning-Effect Hypothesis**

According to the tutor-type-learning-effect hypothesis, tutees of teacher tutors should achieve higher learning gains than tutees of student tutors. Moreover, the fact that teacher tutors more often engaged in formative assessment in response to knowledge deficits than did student tutors should explain why tutees of teacher tutors achieved higher learning gains than tutees of student tutors. To test this mediation hypothesis, we calculated total, direct, and indirect effects applying OLS regression-based path analysis. In this analysis, teacher tutors were coded as 1 and student tutors were coded as 0. To test the indirect effect, we applied the bootstrapping procedure suggested by Preacher and Hayes (2008; see also Hayes, 2009, 2012). We used 10,000 resamples with replacement to derive a 95% bias-corrected confidence interval for the indirect effect of the type of tutor on a tutee’s learning gain via the amount of a tutor’s formative assessment. We performed two separate analyses for tutor-initiated knowledge deficits and tutee-initiated knowledge deficits, respectively. These mediation analyses are illustrated in Figure 2 (see Table 1 and Table 2 for means, standard deviations and correlations). For tutor-initiated knowledge deficits we, first, found a significant total effect of the type of tutor on a tutee’s learning gain (cf. Figure 2 left) indicating that tutees of teacher tutors achieved significantly larger learning gains than tutees of student tutors. Second, we found a standardized indirect effect of .07 ($\kappa^2 = .07$, small effect) with a standardized 95% confidence interval ranging from -.02 to .21. As the interval includes zero, the indirect effect was not significant (Preacher & Hayes, 2008). For the tutee-initiated knowledge deficits, the analysis also revealed a significant total effect of the type of tutor on a tutee’s learning gain (cf. Figure 2 right) indicating that tutees of teacher tutors
achieved significantly larger learning gains than tutees of student tutors. Moreover, there was a standardized indirect effect of .07 ($\kappa^2 = .07$, small effect) with a standardized 95% confidence interval ranging from -.01 to .18. Thus, the indirect effect was again not significant. To sum up, teacher tutors supported learning of their tutees more strongly than did student tutors. Yet, this effect is not explained by the difference in the extent to which teacher tutors and student tutors engaged in formative assessment in response to knowledge deficits.

**Tutor-Type-Assessment-Effect Hypothesis**

The tutor-type-assessment-effect hypothesis stated that the difference in the extent to which teacher tutors and student tutors engaged in formative assessment explains why teacher tutors were more accurate than student tutors in summatively assessing a tutee’s understanding at the end of tutoring (see Herppich et al., 2013). To test this mediation hypothesis, we again calculated total, direct, and indirect effects applying OLS regression-based path analysis as described before. We tested the indirect effect of the type of tutor on a tutor’s accuracy of summative assessment via the amount of a tutor’s formative assessment with the bootstrapping procedure and used 10,000 resamples with replacement to derive a 95% bias-corrected confidence interval for the indirect effect. We performed two separate analyses for tutor-initiated knowledge deficits and tutee-initiated knowledge deficits, respectively. The mediation analyses are illustrated in Figure 3 (see Table 1 and Table 2 for means, standard deviations, and correlations). For tutor-initiated knowledge deficits, we found a standardized indirect effect of .11 ($\kappa^2 = .11$, medium effect) with a standardized 95% confidence interval ranging from .03 to .23. Because the interval does not include zero, the indirect effect was significant (Preacher & Hayes, 2008). For tutee-initiated knowledge deficits, the analysis revealed a standardized indirect effect of .16 ($\kappa^2 = .17$, medium effect) with a standardized 95% confidence interval ranging from .06 to .30. Again, the indirect effect was statistically significant. Hence, the fact that teacher tutors were more accurate than student tutors in summatively assessing a tutee’s understanding after tutoring could be
explained by the difference in the extent to which teacher tutors and student tutors engaged in formative assessment.

**Discussion**

We examined whether engaging in formative assessment in response to a tutee’s knowledge deficits supported a tutee’s learning and improved the accuracy with which tutors assessed a tutee’s understanding at the end of tutoring. In addition, we were interested in whether the teaching experience of tutors made a difference in formative assessment.

First, we found that a larger amount of formative assessment enhanced a tutee’s learning. This result is in line with previous studies that demonstrate the benefits of formative assessment for learning (e.g., Bloom, 1984; Furtak et al., 2008; Wiliam et al., 2004). However, our results extend prior research because we examined formative assessment in a tutoring setting where we did not train the tutors in engaging in formative assessment, unlike other studies (e.g., Wiliam et al., 2004). In addition, we showed that benefits for learning materialized regardless of whether tutors intensified formative assessment in response to tutee-initiated knowledge deficits or in response to tutor-initiated knowledge deficits. Given that tutee-initiated knowledge deficits, in contrast to tutor-initiated knowledge deficits, occurred unexpectedly for tutors (on-the-fly formative assessment; Shavelson et al., 2008), it is remarkable that formative assessment supported learning even under these circumstances.

Second, this study showed that formative assessment reliably informed summative assessment at the end of tutoring. In other words, when tutors engaged in formative assessment in the course of tutoring they had a more accurate picture of what has been learned by a tutee after tutoring. In research on educational assessment, a central question is how information collected by engaging in formative assessment can be aggregated for summative purposes (e.g., Perie et al., 2009). Admittedly, our findings do not uncover the processes involved in aggregating the information gathered by formative assessment in order to form a summative judgment. However, this study suggests that engaging in formative assessment
increases the accuracy of summative assessments. Clearly, further research is needed to examine in more detail the inferential processes that occur when information gained by formative assessment is used to summatively assess a learner’s understanding.

Third, the results yielded that the amount of formative assessment that tutors engaged in depended on the type of knowledge deficits that a tutee expressed. More concretely, when tutees expressed knowledge deficits on their own initiative, that is, when they uttered tutee-initiated knowledge deficits, tutors rarely engaged in formative assessment. Conversely, tutor-initiated knowledge deficits that were elicited by a tutor were more often followed by formative assessment. In line with the reasoning by Shavelson (2006), it can be assumed that it is fairly difficult to formatively assess a tutee-initiated knowledge deficit because it occurs unexpectedly for a tutor. In contrast, when tutors actively elicit a tutee’s understanding, they might expect that a knowledge deficit is likely to occur and, thus, are better prepared to respond to such a knowledge deficit.

Fourth, we studied formative assessment as a function of a tutor’s teaching experience. We found that teacher tutors caused tutees to express more knowledge deficits than did student tutors. This was true both for tutor-initiated knowledge deficits and tutee-initiated knowledge deficits. The finding suggests that, in contrast to student tutors, teacher tutors provided a more interactive style of tutoring, which helped to elicit a tutee’s knowledge deficits. At the same time, we observed that teacher tutors not only let tutees express more knowledge deficits but they also more frequently responded to such knowledge deficits with formative assessment than did student tutors. This result is in line with previous research showing that more experienced tutors more often provide scaffolding whereas less experienced tutors more often tend to give a correct answer (e.g., Cade et al., 2008; Chae et al., 2005; Chi et al., 2008; Cromley & Azevedo, 2005).

Fifth, the results revealed that tutees learned more when being tutored by teacher tutors than being tutored by student tutors. This finding is not trivial because there is not
strong evidence that tutors with more expertise are in fact more effective than tutors with less expertise: “The question is still unsettled on the impact of tutoring expertise on learning gains” (Graesser et al., 2011, p. 411; see also VanLehn, 2011). Hence, our results add to the picture that tutors’ expertise – in this study conceptualized as teaching experience – makes a difference in learning.

Sixth, we examined whether the difference in a tutee’s learning between teacher tutors and student tutors could be explained by the fact that teacher tutors more often engaged in formative assessment than student tutors. The results of the mediation analysis, however, failed to show a significant result. Hence, teacher tutors and student tutors might have engaged in activities other than formative assessment that enhanced a tutee’s learning. These activities, however, were not examined in this study.

Seventh, the mediation analysis that examined a tutor’s summative assessment showed that the difference in the accuracy with which teacher tutors and student tutors assessed a tutee’s understanding at the end of tutoring (Herppich et al., 2013) was attributable to the fact that teacher tutors more often engaged in formative assessment than student tutors. This finding again suggests a close relationship between formative and summative assessment.

In this study, our analysis was confined to a tutor’s formative assessment in response to a tutee’s knowledge deficits. Of course, formative assessment need not refer only to knowledge deficits but can also address, for example, what a learner has already understood correctly (Black & Wiliam, 2009). Hence, future research is encouraged to examine all events that can be formatively assessed in the course of instruction. This might reveal which kind of formative assessment is particularly beneficial for learning and summative assessment. In addition, we found that teacher tutors more often elicited knowledge deficits and more often engaged in formative assessment than did student tutors. As persons without teaching experience act as tutors in the majority of cases, such tutors might be trained in eliciting knowledge deficits from tutees and in responding to such knowledge deficits appropriately.
Whether trainings that target such factors in fact improve tutoring should be examined in future studies.
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Table 1

Means, Standard Deviations, and Correlations of Study Variables for the N = 42 Dyads with Tutor-Initiated Knowledge Deficits

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Measure</th>
<th>Teacher tutors</th>
<th>Student tutors</th>
<th>All tutors</th>
<th>1</th>
<th>2</th>
<th>3</th>
<th>4</th>
<th>5</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1. Type of tutor</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>—</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2. Knowledge deficits</td>
<td>42.95 (26.15)</td>
<td>25.77 (25.49)</td>
<td>33.95 (26.93)</td>
<td>.32*</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3. Formative assessment</td>
<td>1.86 (1.41)</td>
<td>0.92 (0.82)</td>
<td>1.37 (1.22)</td>
<td>.39*</td>
<td>.59*</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4. Tutee’s learning gain</td>
<td>4.60 (4.32)</td>
<td>2.32 (3.47)</td>
<td>3.40 (4.02)</td>
<td>.29*</td>
<td>.01</td>
<td>.27*</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5. Summative assessment</td>
<td>12.40 (2.28)</td>
<td>11.45 (2.94)</td>
<td>11.90 (2.66)</td>
<td>.18</td>
<td>.17</td>
<td>.32*</td>
<td>.35*</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*Note. All statistics refer to the sample of those dyads in which a tutee expressed at least one tutor-initiated knowledge deficit.

*p < .05.
Table 2

Means, Standard Deviations, and Correlations of Study Variables for the N = 38 Dyads with Tutee-Initiated Knowledge Deficits

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Measure</th>
<th>Teacher tutors</th>
<th>Student tutors</th>
<th>All tutors</th>
<th>1</th>
<th>2</th>
<th>3</th>
<th>4</th>
<th>5</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1. Type of tutor</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>—</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2. Knowledge deficits</td>
<td>11.35 (12.83)</td>
<td>5.94 (6.21)</td>
<td>8.79 (10.48)</td>
<td>.26</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3. Formative assessment</td>
<td>0.30 (0.41)</td>
<td>0.09 (0.17)</td>
<td>0.20 (0.34)</td>
<td>.31*</td>
<td>-.04</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4. Tutee’s learning gain</td>
<td>4.85 (4.31)</td>
<td>2.06 (3.40)</td>
<td>3.53 (4.10)</td>
<td>.34*</td>
<td>.32*</td>
<td>.30*</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5. Summative assessment</td>
<td>12.45 (2.31)</td>
<td>10.72 (2.82)</td>
<td>11.63 (2.68)</td>
<td>.33*</td>
<td>.02</td>
<td>.56*</td>
<td>.36*</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*Note. All statistics refer to the sample of those dyads in which a tutee expressed at least one tutee-initiated knowledge deficit.*

*p < .05.*
Figure 1. Example item from the concepts test. The test was used to measure a tutee’s conceptual understanding about the human circulatory system and a tutor’s assessment accuracy with regard to a tutee’s conceptual understanding.

What is the task of the heart in the human organism?

- The heart pumps the blood.
- The heart cleans and filters the blood.
- The heart supplies the blood with oxygen.
- Don’t know
Figure 2. A tutor’s formative assessment in response to tutor-initiated knowledge deficits (left) and to tutee-initiated knowledge deficits (right) failed to mediate the relationship between type of tutor (i.e., teacher tutors and student tutors) and a tutee’s learning gain. Numbers represent standardized path coefficients for direct and, in parentheses, total effects.

*p < .05.
Figure 3. A tutor’s formative assessment in response to tutor-initiated knowledge deficits (left) and to tutee-initiated knowledge deficits (right) mediated the relationship between type of tutor (i.e., teacher tutors and student tutors) and a tutor’s summative assessment. Numbers represent standardized path coefficients for direct and, in parentheses, total effects.

*p < .05.
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Abstract
Tutoring gives tutors the opportunity to engage in interactive strategies that help them to assess a tutee’s understanding. However, tutors without teaching experience often do not engage in interactive strategies and, thus, have difficulty with accurately assessing a tutee’s understanding. We conducted an experiment with 39 tutor-tutee dyads to test whether tutors who received training in interactive strategies would become more interactive and more accurate in assessing a tutee’s understanding. Results showed that trained tutors provided a more interactive style of tutoring than untrained tutors. However, due to being more interactive, trained tutors produced less accurate assessments than untrained tutors. This suggests that changing the style of tutoring to implement interactive strategies puts a high burden on a tutor’s cognitive capacity. Hence, there is obviously little cognitive capacity left that could be used to assess a tutee’s understanding. Training methods that automate strategy use might enhance a tutor’s assessment accuracy.

Keywords: one-on-one human tutoring; training; tutoring interactions; assessment accuracy

Introduction
In one-on-one tutoring, tutors have the possibility to engage in interactive tutoring strategies such as asking questions or providing hints. When a tutee responds to a tutor’s interactive tutoring strategies, for example, by answering a question, a tutor can learn what a tutee does and does not know (Chi, 2009; Hmelo-Silver & Barrows, 2006). Thus, in the course of tutoring, a tutor has the opportunity to collect a multitude of information that can be used to summatively assess a tutee’s understanding after tutoring session. This summative assessment may also help a tutor to prepare the next tutoring session by choosing material that is suited to a tutee’s individual level of understanding (e.g., Chi, Jeong, & Siler, 2004; Kalyuga, 2007; cf. also the discussion of the concept of interim assessments for the school context by Perie, Marion, & Gong, 2009).

However, research has shown that inexperienced tutors, that is, tutors who are not trained in teaching (Chi et al., 2001; Graesser, D’Mello, & Cade, 2011), often do not engage in interactive tutoring strategies. Instead, they frequently dominate tutoring by providing lengthy explanations (e.g., Chi et al., 2001; Cromley & Azevedo, 2005). In addition, inexperienced tutors regularly fail to assess a tutee’s understanding accurately (Chi et al., 2004; Herppich et al., 2013b).

Against this background, we conducted an experimental study to test whether inexperienced tutors who received training in interactive tutoring strategies would be able to implement an interactive style of tutoring. We were interested in whether a more interactive style of tutoring would benefit a tutor’s assessment of a tutee’s understanding after tutoring.

Tutoring Strategies of Experienced and Inexperienced Tutors and Their Influence on Assessment
In contrast to inexperienced tutors, experienced tutors are trained or experienced in teaching (cf. Cromley & Azevedo, 2005; D’Mello et al., 2010; McArthur, Stasz, & Zmuidzinas, 1990). Research shows that experienced tutors tend to provide a different style of tutoring than do inexperienced tutors. More specifically, experienced tutors more often engage in interactive tutoring strategies than inexperienced tutors. For example, they frequently scaffold a tutee by providing hints or asking questions (Cade et al., 2008; Chi, Roy, & Haussmann, 2008; Cromley & Azevedo, 2005). Scaffolding is a genuinely interactive tutoring strategy because it elicits constructive responses from a tutee (Hmelo-Silver & Barrows, 2006). In this vein,
Herppich et al. (2013a, 2013b) found that experienced tutors caused tutees to utter more knowledge deficits, that is, incomplete beliefs, incorrect beliefs, or misconceptions, in the course of tutoring than inexperienced tutors. In addition, experienced tutors were more accurate in assessing a tutee’s understanding after tutoring than inexperienced tutors. The results suggest that a tutee’s uttered knowledge deficits are diagnostically informative because they indicate what a tutee does not know (cf. Chi, et al., 2004; Cromley & Azevedo, 2005). Thus, tutors might derive information from these knowledge deficits that can be used to assess a tutee’s understanding after tutoring.

Training Inexperienced Tutors

To test whether training inexperienced tutors in interactive tutoring strategies would improve their style of tutoring, we developed a training method that aimed at prompting inexperienced tutors to abstain from giving lengthy explanations and, instead, to engage in more interactive tutoring strategies such as scaffolding (cf. Chi, et al., 2008).

As a result of implementing more interactive tutoring strategies in the course of tutoring, tutors were assumed to more intensively engage in collecting diagnostically relevant information that could be used to assess a tutee’s understanding after tutoring.

Based on what is known about effective training methods in the domain of learning strategies (Mandl & Friedrich, 1992), the development of our training method was guided by several principles. First, training methods should inform about the advantages associated with the strategies targeted in the training. Second, training methods should directly convey knowledge about the strategies that need to be trained. Third, training methods should help to practice the targeted strategies (Klauer, 1988; Mandl & Friedrich, 1992).

Research has shown that training methods that are in accordance with these principles are particularly effective (Dignath, Buettner, & Langfeldt, 2008; Leutner, Leopold, & Elzen-Rump, 2007).

By now, little attention has been given to training methods that aim at fostering an interactive tutoring style in the service of improving assessment accuracy. However, existing research on training tutors with the aim of enhancing a tutee’s learning has well documented that tutors are often able to spontaneously implement the strategies that are targeted in training. Yet, tutors have difficulty with changing their style of tutoring in the long run (King, Staffieri, & Adelgais, 1998). Moreover, even though tutors are able to change their tutoring strategies, this might not necessarily increase the effectiveness of tutoring (Chi et al., 2001). In their review on tutoring-based instruction, Graesser et al. (2011) summarized research on tutor training in the following way:

…it is difficult to train tutors to adopt particular strategies. They rely on their normal conversational and pedagogical styles…. it is difficult to force the human tutors to adopt changes in their language and discourse, particularly those levels that are unconscious and involuntary. (p. 422).

Hypotheses

In this study, we tested the effectiveness of a training method that aimed at helping tutors to implement a more interactive style of tutoring. We addressed the following hypotheses:

1) Trained tutors engage in more interactive tutoring strategies in the course of tutoring than untrained tutors.
2) Trained tutors are more accurate in assessing a tutee’s understanding after tutoring than untrained tutors.
3) The more interactive style of tutoring explains why trained tutors are more accurate than untrained tutors in assessing a tutee’s understanding after tutoring.

Method

Sample and Design

A total of N = 39 dyads of tutors and tutees participated in the experiment. The topic of tutoring was the human circulatory system. All tutors were university students majoring in biology with a mean age of 22.38 years (SD = 2.47). Thirty-five tutors were female and 4 tutors were male. Twenty tutors received training in interactive tutoring strategies (= trained tutors), whereas 19 tutors received no training (= untrained tutors). As indicated by a multiple-choice test, all tutors had sufficient knowledge about the human circulatory system. There was no significant difference in knowledge between trained tutors (M = 8.45, SD = 2.26) and untrained tutors (M = 8.26, SD = 1.78), F(1, 37) = 0.81, p > .05, η² < .01 (small effect). Moreover, trained (mean rank = 18.88) and untrained tutors (mean rank = 21.18) did not differ in their previous experience in providing tutoring, coded as 1 = no experience, 2 = sporadic tutoring, 3 = regular tutoring, U = 167.50, z = -0.69, p > .05, r = -0.11 (small effect). Tutees were seventh-grade students from the middle track of the German school system (i.e., from Real schulen). Of the tutees, 9 were female and 29 were male; one tutee did not indicate gender.

Tutors were randomly assigned to the two experimental conditions (training vs. no training) and tutees were randomly assigned to tutors. The dependent variables in this experiment were the extent to which a tutor elicited knowledge deficits from a tutee in the course of tutoring and the accuracy with which a tutor assessed a tutee’s understanding after tutoring.

Materials

Textbook Passage (Tutees and Tutors) In the tutoring session, the tutor-tutee dyads engaged in a dialogue based on a passage about the human circulatory system. We adapted this passage from the study by Chi et al. (2001). The passage consisted of 59 sentences and each sentence was printed on a separate sheet of paper. The sentences were presented to the tutor and the tutee in a ring binder.
Concepts Test (Tutes and Tutors) We used a shortened version of a test that was employed by Herppich et al. (2013b). This shortened version consisted of 16 multiple-choice items that assessed a tutee’s understanding of concepts about the human circulatory system. For example, it included the following item: What is the task of the heart in the human organism? (1) The heart pumps the blood. (2) The heart cleans and filters the blood. (3) The heart supplies the blood with oxygen. (4) Don’t know. The items of the original test were adapted from tests developed by Sungur and Tekkaya (2003) and by Michael et al. (2002) or constructed on the basis of the literature on misconceptions of the human circulatory system (e.g., Pelaez et al., 2005). A correct answer indicated a scientifically correct understanding of the concept. Each of the incorrect answers indicated a specific type of incorrect understanding of the concept. Hence, a tutee could achieve a maximum number of 16 points in the concepts test.

To examine the accuracy with which the tutors assessed a tutee’s understanding of the human circulatory system after tutoring the tutors were also administered the test.

Training in Interactive Tutoring Strategies (Trained Tutors) The trained tutors received training in interactive tutoring strategies. The training took about 45 minutes and was presented on a computer screen. The training aimed at helping the trained tutors to adopt interactive tutoring strategies that would enable them to elicit knowledge deficits from a tutee. The training consisted of two building blocks. In the first building block, the trained tutors were informed about the problem that tutors often are not interactive and, thus, cannot accurately assess a tutee’s understanding (Brown, Campione, & Day, 1981). Subsequently, the trained tutors were provided with information about three strategies, namely, (1) abstaining from giving lengthy explanations, (2) intensifying question asking, and (3) increasing scaffolding in response to a tutee’s contribution (Cade et al., 2008, Chi et al., 2008; Herppich et al., 2013a). To learn about the three strategies, the trained tutors first read an explanatory text and then watched two videos of fictitious tutoring sessions. The first video presented a tutor who failed to engage in interactive tutoring strategies and, thus, to receive information about a tutee’s understanding. The second video, in contrast, presented the same tutor who did engage in interactive tutoring strategies, which helped the tutor to receive information about a tutee’s understanding (cf. Renkl, 2005). In the second building block, the trained tutors also watched videos that presented positive and negative examples of tutoring strategies. This time, however, the tutoring strategies were not explained to the trained tutors. Instead, the trained tutors were prompted to self-explain what constituted the difference between the positive and negative examples. More specifically, the trained tutors were asked to provide information about the tutoring strategies that they saw in the videos and about the effects of such tutoring strategies for assessing a tutee’s understanding (cf. Renkl, 2005). Finally, the trained tutors were required to indicate what they would do in order to change the tutoring strategies that they saw in a negative example. This was done to actively stimulate the application of the to-be-learned strategies (cf. Klauer, 1988).

Introductory Text (Untrained Tutors) Instead of receiving training in interactive tutoring strategies, the untrained tutors read a short text. The text provided information about the effectiveness of tutoring and about problems associated with assessing a tutee’s understanding. However, the untrained tutors did not receive any instruction on how to solve these problems. Instead, they were asked to provide tutoring in whatever manner they assumed appropriate.

Procedure Each tutoring session was divided into three phases: pretest phase, tutoring phase, and posttest phase. On average, a tutoring session lasted about 3 hours.

In the pretest phase, each tutee and each tutor individually read the passage about the human circulatory system. Afterwards, the trained tutors received training and the untrained tutors read the text.

In the tutoring phase, tutor-tutee dyads jointly read the passage about the human circulatory system sentence-by-sentence and engaged in a dialogue about each sentence. All tutoring phases were videotaped.

In the posttest phase, the tutees completed the concepts test. The tutors also received the items of the concepts test and were asked to indicate for each item which of the given response options the tutee would choose.

Codings and Analyses

Elicitation of Knowledge Deficits (Tutors) As an indicator of engaging in interactive tutoring strategies, we coded the knowledge deficits that a tutor elicited from a tutee. To do so, we used a coding scheme adapted from Chi et al. (2004). Every knowledge deficit that a tutee uttered was coded from its beginning to its end (event sampling procedure). We coded a knowledge deficit whenever a tutor elicited from a tutee an utterance that (1) contradicted a piece of knowledge stated in the textbook passage, that (2) was incomplete, that (3) was vague, that (4) was incorrect and not addressed by the textbook passage, or when the tutee (5) did not utter a certain piece of information at all, that is, the tutee obviously missed this piece of information. In one tutoring session, for example, the tutor asked: “Why does the blood need to go to the lung? What does the lung do?” And the tutee answered: “Yes, um, yes, the lung filters the blood.” This answer was coded as utterance of a knowledge deficit because it represents a normatively incorrect understanding. To standardize coding, the coder used a written instruction. For each tutor-tutee dyad, we summed up the number of elicited knowledge deficits.
Summative Assessment (Tutors) To examine the accuracy with which a tutor assessed a tutee’s understanding of the human circulatory system after tutoring, we compared a tutee’s responses in the concepts test with a tutor’s estimations of a tutee’s responses in the concepts test. To do so, we made the comparison on an item-by-item basis (cf. Hoge & Coladarci, 1989). Hence, a tutor could achieve a maximum score of 16 points. Higher scores indicated a higher assessment accuracy.

Mediation Analysis To test our hypotheses, we performed a mediation analysis. We calculated total, direct, and indirect effects in accordance with our hypotheses by applying regression-based path analysis. To test for the statistical significance of an indirect effect, we derived 95% confidence intervals for indirect effects as well as standard errors for indirect effects via bias-corrected bootstrap (for guidelines, see, e.g., Hayes, 2009, 2012). This approach resolves some methodological problems associated with the Sobel test (Hayes, 2009).

Results For all analyses, we used an alpha level of .05. For directional hypotheses, we used one-tailed tests. In the analyses, trained tutors were coded as 1 and untrained tutors were coded as 0. As effect size for indirect effects in the mediation analysis, we report $\kappa^2$. According to Preacher and Kelley (2011), effects are small when $\kappa^2 = .01$, medium when $\kappa^2 = .09$, and large when $\kappa^2 = .25$. All analyses were performed using SPSS 20.0.0, the PROCESS macro for SPSS introduced in Hayes (2012; to perform the mediation analysis), and AMOS 20.0.0 (to receive standardized path coefficients for the mediation analysis). Table 1 shows the means and standard deviations of the dependent variables.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Variable</th>
<th>Trained Tutors</th>
<th>Untrained Tutors</th>
<th>All Tutors</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>$M (SD)$</td>
<td>$M (SD)$</td>
<td>$M (SD)$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Elicited Deficits</td>
<td>71.30 (.46)</td>
<td>32.11 (.63)</td>
<td>52.21 (.01)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Assessment</td>
<td>8.05</td>
<td>8.21</td>
<td>8.13</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Accuracy</td>
<td>2.54</td>
<td>2.30</td>
<td>2.40</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Impact of Training on Implementing Interactive Tutoring Strategies
Our first hypothesis stated that trained tutors would more often engage in interactive tutoring strategies than untrained tutors. Thus, trained tutors should elicit more knowledge deficits from their tutees than untrained tutors. As can be seen in Figure 1, trained tutors elicited more utterances of knowledge deficits from their tutee than did untrained tutors, $R^2 = .25, F(1, 37) = 12.08, p < .05$, 95% CI [.26, .74]. Hence, the trained tutors in fact engaged in more interactive tutoring strategies than the untrained tutors.

Impact of Training on Summative Assessment
Our second hypothesis stated that trained tutors would more accurately assess a tutee’s understanding after tutoring than untrained tutors. However, as the total effect depicted in Figure 1 shows, there was no significant difference in assessment accuracy between trained tutors and untrained tutors, $R^2 < .01, F(1, 37) = 0.04, p > .05$, 95% CI [-.31, .24]. Hence, if only zero-order relations are taken into account, training tutors to implement interactive tutoring strategies failed to exert an influence on assessment accuracy.

Interactive Tutoring Strategies as Mediator
Our third hypothesis stated that the higher number of a tutee’s elicited knowledge deficits would explain why trained tutors assessed a tutee’s understanding after tutoring more accurately than untrained tutors. To statistically test this hypothesis, we computed the indirect effect even though the total effect (i.e., the effect of training on assessment accuracy) was not significant (cf. Hayes, 2009; Shrout & Bolger, 2002). To test the indirect effect, we constructed a bias corrected 95% bootstrap confidence interval as well as bootstrap standard errors from 10000 bootstrap samples. We found a significant negative indirect effect indicating that implementing interactive tutoring strategies as a result of receiving training decreased assessment accuracy with a standardized point estimate of -.27 ($SE = .10$, 95% CI [-.46, -.12], $\kappa^2 = .26$ (zero-order correlation between elicited knowledge deficits and assessment accuracy: $r = -.43$, $p < .05$). Translated to unstandardized estimates, the number of items correctly estimated by trained tutors was 1.28 points ($SE = 0.54$) lower (and not higher) than the number of items correctly estimated by untrained tutors as mediated by the number of elicited knowledge deficits.

Discussion
This study examined the effectiveness of a training method that aimed at helping tutors to engage in interactive tutoring strategies in the course of tutoring. It was assumed that engaging in interactive tutoring strategies would benefit a tutor’s assessment of a tutee’s understanding after tutoring.
First, we found that trained tutors in fact showed a more interactive style of tutoring than untrained tutors. Hence, even though the duration of our training was rather short, it was obviously sufficient to help the tutors to implement more interactive tutoring strategies. As a result, tutees tutored by trained tutors more often uttered knowledge deficits than tutees tutored by untrained tutors. This finding is consistent with the results obtained by Herppich et al. (2013a).

Second, however, the trained tutors failed to assess a tutee’s understanding more accurately than the untrained tutors. The trained tutors were even less accurate than the untrained tutors. As show by the mediation analysis, this result was explained by the greater extent to which trained tutors engaged in interactive tutoring strategies as a result of receiving training. This effect was probably not observable in the zero-order analysis because the two paths making up the indirect effect were opposite in sign (cf. Hayes, 2009).

An explanation for why trained tutors and untrained tutors did not differ in assessment accuracy, as indicated by the total effect in the mediation analysis, is that the changes in the tutoring strategies due to receiving training might not have been sufficient to produce changes in assessment accuracy. This explanation would be in accordance with the results obtained by Roscoe and Chi (2007), who found that strategies of tutors can only be influenced to a certain extent. Hence, in the context of the present study, the information gained from being more interactive might not have been enough to generate more accurate assessments (cf. Graesser et al., 2011).

However, it still remains an open question as to why the elicitation of knowledge deficits was detrimental for assessing a tutee’s understanding after tutoring, as indicated by the indirect effect in the statistical analysis. First, it might be that trained tutors and untrained tutors differed in the types of knowledge deficits they elicited from a tutee. Eliciting a larger number of scientifically incorrect utterances as compared to missing knowledge pieces, for example, might have been more informative for the summative assessment. This is because the incorrect response options in the concepts test were based on common types of incorrect understanding of a concept (e.g., Pelaez et al., 2005). However, the relative number of knowledge deficits elicited per category did not differ significantly between trained tutors and untrained tutors for any of the five categories of knowledge deficits coded.

Second, the detrimental effect of eliciting knowledge deficits on summative assessment might be related to our measure of summative assessment accuracy. During the training, the tutors were repeatedly informed that a tutor should get a picture of a tutee’s understanding. As a consequence, the trained tutors might have conceived a tutee’s understanding on a more global level than on the level of conceptual understanding. Thus, after having completed the training, being more interactive and receiving more information from the tutees could have drawn the tutors’ attention away from the knowledge they were to assess in the concepts test. This conjecture could be tested in future research that uses measures of assessment accuracy that are as manageable for tutors as a multiple-choice test on conceptual knowledge but that would tap different levels of a tutee’s understanding.

Third, another explanation refers to the fact that the tutors in this study did not possess teaching experience. Hence, the interactive tutoring strategies targeted in the training might have been quite unfamiliar to the tutors. As a result, implementing interactive tutoring strategies during tutoring might have put a fairly high burden on a tutor’s cognitive capacity (Feldon, 2007). Thus, there might not have been enough cognitive capacity left to derive information from a tutee’s utterances of knowledge deficits as a basis for assessing a tutee’s understanding after tutoring.

This interpretation is in accordance with results from research on the acquisition of memory strategies. Often, learners can spontaneously implement a newly learned memory strategy but experience a so-called utilization deficiency (Miller, 1990). That is, implementing the strategy does not immediately improve recall or even hinders it. It is argued that using a newly learned strategy, which is not yet automated, demands most of the cognitive capacity of a learner. Thus, there is little capacity left to spend on processing the material to be recalled (e.g., Miller & Seier, 1994).

Given this interpretation, it seems to be important to develop training methods that increase the automaticity with which interactive tutoring strategies are executed (Klauer, 1988). When interactive tutoring strategies occur more automatically, there might be more cognitive capacity available that can be used by tutors to assess a tutee’s understanding (Feldon, 2007). Future research is encouraged to test whether training methods that target the automaticity of interactive tutoring strategies in fact improve assessment accuracy.
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General Discussion

One-on-one tutoring has been identified as a highly effective form of instruction (e.g., Bloom, 1984; Ritter et al., 2009; VanLehn, 2011). Moreover, assessments and assessment accuracy of an instructor are deemed crucial for the effectiveness of instruction in general (e.g. Klug et al., 2013; Schrader, 2010; Vogt & Rogalla, 2009). In assessing a tutee’s understanding, tutors should particularly benefit from the one-on-one situation (Chi et al., 2004; Putnam, 1987; see also Snow & Swanson, 1992). Better assessments as a consequence of the one-on-one situation might contribute to the notable effectiveness of tutoring (Chi et al., 2004). This doctoral thesis aims at providing insight into tutors’ assessments of a tutee’s understanding in one-on-one tutoring. To do so, two studies were conducted. In the first study, the assessment accuracy of tutors with varying levels of experience was examined (see Chapter 1, articles 1 and 2). In this vein, the relationship between a tutor’s formative assessments and a tutor’s summative assessments was analyzed. Moreover, the significance of a tutor’s formative assessments for the effectiveness of tutoring was examined. In the second study, it was experimentally tested whether tutors’ assessments can be enhanced by a rather short training method. The aim of this training method was to render the tutors’ style of tutoring more interactive (see Chapter 2, article 3).

Summary of Results

Findings Presented in Article 1

Article 1 focuses on a tutor’s summative assessments after tutoring. The results reported in this article point out that the tutors generally had difficulty in summatively assessing a tutee’s understanding correctly. This was true for a tutee’s understanding at the level of single concepts and at the level of more complex mental models. Moreover, this was true for a tutor’s relative assessment accuracy and a tutor’s absolute assessment accuracy. In particular, the tutors largely overestimated their tutee’s absolute levels of learning outcomes.

Nevertheless, experienced tutors (teacher tutors) differed from inexperienced tutors (student tutors) in the accuracy of their assessments. At the complex level of mental models, these differences were only subtle. That is, the teacher tutors were only more accurate than the student tutors in assessing a tutee’s relative understanding after half of the tutoring session. Their relative assessments were not more accurate after tutoring any
longer. Neither were the teacher tutors’ absolute assessments more accurate than the student tutors’ absolute assessments. However, whereas the teacher tutors became slightly more accurate in assessing a tutee’s understanding, the student tutors became less accurate in assessing a tutee’s understanding.

At the level of single concepts, the teacher tutors generally outperformed the student tutors in accurately assessing a tutee’s understanding. Finally, the teacher tutors could self-rate more accurately than the student tutors whether they were able to accurately assess their tutee’s understanding at the level of mental models.

Findings Presented in Article 2

Article 2 concentrates on a tutor’s formative assessments in the course of a tutoring session. The findings presented in this article reveal that all tutors engaged in strategies to formatively assess a tutee’s expressed knowledge deficits during tutoring. They did so more often in response to tutor-initiated expressed knowledge deficits than in response to tutee-initiated expressed knowledge deficits. Larger amounts of formative assessment generally enhanced a tutee’s learning. This was true, irrespective of the type of expressed knowledge deficit that was formatively assessed. Larger amounts of formative assessment also generally yielded more accurate summative assessments of the tutee’s understanding at the level of single concepts. Likewise, this was true for both types of expressed knowledge deficits.

Teacher tutors differed from student tutors on several measures. These measures were, first, the interactivity of the tutors’ tutoring style. More precisely, teacher tutors had their tutees more often express knowledge deficits than had the student tutors. Second, teacher tutors differed from student tutors in the amount of formative assessment. That is, the teacher tutors responded to a tutee’s expressed knowledge deficits more often with strategies of formative assessment than did the student tutors. Third, teacher tutors differed from student tutors in their effectiveness. The teacher tutors produced more learning in their tutees than did the student tutors. This difference, however, was not explained by the difference in the amount of formative assessment between the teacher tutors and the student tutors.

On the contrary, the amount of formative assessment accounted for differences in the accuracy of summative assessments at the level of concepts (see article 1; Chapter 1) between teacher tutors and student tutors. Teacher tutors where more accurate in
summatively assessing a tutee’s understanding than student tutors because they made use of strategies of formative assessment more often than student tutors.

*Findings Presented in Article 3*

The second study (see article 3; Chapter 2) showed, first, that the trained tutors elicited more expressions of knowledge deficits from their tutees (i.e., tutor-initiated expressed knowledge deficits) than did the untrained tutors. Second, however, the trained tutors and the untrained tutors did not significantly differ in the accuracy of their summative assessments after tutoring at the level of concepts. Thus, the overall effect of the training method on the accuracy of the tutors’ assessments was not significant. Nevertheless, a mediation analysis, third, revealed a significant indirect effect of the training method on the accuracy of the tutors’ summative assessments via the style of tutoring. Contrary to the hypothesis, the trained tutors were not more but less accurate than the untrained tutors in summatively assessing a tutee’s understanding after tutoring. This was explained by a more interactive style of tutoring.

*Tutors’ Assessments and Assessment Difficulties*

For the assessments and assessment difficulties of tutors, the results of the reported studies suggest at least two lines of implications. The first line of implications focuses on the tutors’ formative assessments. The second line of implications is concerned with the tutors’ summative assessments.

*Formative Assessments – Tutors’ Strengths*

*Formative Assessment and Learning.* This doctoral thesis picks up on two area of research to examine a tutor’s instructional strategies and to relate these strategies to a tutee’s learning. The first area is tutoring research that studies a tutor’s interactive instructional strategies. The second area is research on assessments in classroom situations that studies an instructor’s formative assessments. Both tutoring research and research on classroom assessments indicate that instructional strategies such as scaffolding and giving feedback foster learning. In both areas, however, evidence is vague (Bennett, 2011; Kingston & Nash, 2011; VanLehn, 2011). In tutoring research, this is partially because scientists seldom measured learning outcomes when they studied tutoring processes (cf. Graesser et al., 2011; for exceptions see Chi et al., 2001, 2008). Moreover, in research on classroom assessments, the definition of formative assessment lacks clarity (cf. the section *Forms of*
Assessment). This issue makes it difficult to judge under which conditions formative assessment enhances learning (Bennett, 2011; Kingston & Nash, 2011; see also Briggs, Ruiz-Primo, Furtak, Shepard, & Yin, 2012; Kingston & Nash, 2012). In the studies presented by this doctoral thesis, the concept of formative assessment was used to examine a tutor’s instructional strategies such as scaffolding and giving feedback during tutoring. In this vein the positive effect of formative assessment on a tutee’s learning was confirmed. Consequently, the results of this doctoral thesis add to the evidence that instructional strategies such as scaffolding and giving feedback foster learning in tutoring research and in research on assessments. In particular, these results corroborate the assumption that these strategies are part of the mechanisms that make tutoring effective (e.g., Chi, 2009). Thereby, the doctoral thesis helps to disentangle the mechanisms at work in tutoring.

Formative Assessment and Summative Assessment. The formative assessment view on instructional strategies also has suggested that a tutor’s scaffolding and feedback may be connected to a tutor’s summative assessment after tutoring. The relationship between formative and summative assessments has been theoretically discussed in research on educational assessment (Bennett, 2011; Harlen & James, 1997; Perie et al., 2009). Yet, empirical evidence for such a relationship is lacking. In particular, no study has been conducted in the context of tutoring. The first study of this doctoral thesis (cf. article 2, Chapter 1), however, highlighted that more formative assessment in response to a tutee’s expressed knowledge deficits yielded more accurate summative assessments after tutoring. This outcome, accordingly, promotes the theoretical understanding of educational assessments. It might also be possible to generalize this evidence to other forms of instruction. This is because the study has drawn on concepts of formative and summative assessment that are common, for example, in the study of classroom instruction, as well (e.g., Shepard, 2001).

Furthermore, discovering that formative assessments reliably inform summative assessment is encouraging with regard to the quality of tutoring in practical settings. Tutoring is most often implemented as an informal form of education such as private tutoring or parent tutoring (Haag, 2010; Mol et al., 2008). It can be assumed that tutors in these contexts seldom make use of formal forms of assessment such as tests and exams to document a tutee’s learning outcomes. Ongoing formative assessments that do not inform or that even misinform summative assessments of the tutee’s understanding would, thus, be a threat to the effectiveness of tutoring on the long run (see also Harlen & James, 1997).
**Tutors Do Formatively Assess a Tutee’s Understanding.** Nevertheless, the positive relationship between formative assessments and summative assessments can only be assumed encouraging provided that tutors are able to formatively assess their tutee’s understanding. In this regard, the tutors in the first study (article 2; see Chapter 1) at least responded to more than 90% of all expressed knowledge deficits with either scaffolding, feedback, or the correct answer. This finding does not necessarily imply that the tutors formatively assessed most of the expressed knowledge deficits. Yet, they neither ignored them (for a deviating result, see Chi et al., 2004). The tutors, overall, were rather weak in formatively assessing tutee-initiated expressed knowledge deficits. However, they showed some skills in formatively assessing the tutor-initiated expressed knowledge deficits. Even student tutors, on average, responded to almost half of the tutor-initiated expressed knowledge deficits with strategies of formative assessment. This result is encouraging because tutor-initiated expressed knowledge deficits made up the vast majority of all expressed knowledge deficits. Certainly, this formative assessment still leaves room for improvement. Nevertheless, tutors obviously do formatively assess a tutee’s understanding to a reasonable extent.

**Summative Assessments – Tutors’ Limitations**

The tutors’ performance with regard to their summative assessments has to be interpreted as being more problematic (article 1; see Chapter 1). Although more formative assessments added to more accurate summative assessments, the tutors were not very accurate in summatively assessing a tutee’s understanding after tutoring. The tutors seemed to struggle particularly with the summative assessments of a tutee’s mental model. Yet, at this point, it cannot be determined as to which extent these problems were due to the complexity of the knowledge to be assessed and as to which extent these problems were due to the unfamiliarity with the method of assessing mental models (see article 1, Chapter 1). Assessment problems that are caused by unfamiliarity with a certain method of assessing understanding could be solved by introducing the method before it is used (cf. Yin et al., 2008).

**Cognitive Biases.** With regard to difficulties that are caused by the task of assessing a tutee’s understanding itself, it has been assumed that tutors might too heavily draw on their own normatively correct understanding when they assess a tutee’s understanding (cf. Chi et al., 2004; Nickerson, 1999). In his theory on how people construct a model of another
person’s knowledge, for example, Nickerson (1999) states that people, first, use their own knowledge as an anchor to construct a default model of another person’s knowledge. This default model is, second, adjusted into a more person-specific model, based on categorical information about the person. Such information can include the community to which the person belongs, for example. Third, the individual model is constantly adjusted in accordance with information obtained when interacting with the person. The tutors in the first study possessed a rather correct understanding of the human circulatory system. If they used their own understanding as an anchor to build a model of their tutee’s understanding and did not adjust this model sufficiently, overestimation of the tutee’s understanding should result.

Beyond this interpretation, other factors can affect a tutor’s assessment accuracy. Just as the anchor-and-adjustment heuristic (Tversky & Kahneman, 1974) that Nickerson (1999) uses in his theory on how people construct a model of another person’s knowledge, these factors can be categorized as (social) cognitive biases (Hesse & Latzko, 2011; Schrader, 2010). That is, the assessment process is influenced by certain systematic deviations from accurate judgments that can be relevant to other processes of perception and judgment as well. Many of these biases are interrelated and interact with each other in affecting processes of perception and judgment (Fisseni, 1997; Hesse & Latzko, 2011). Generally, a tutor’s assessments may be influenced by this tutor’s implicit and subjective theories of personality (Hofer, 1986) and by certain characteristics the tutor perceives in the tutee (e.g., the halo effect; Fisseni, 1997). Such factors can cause the tutor’s absolute and relative assessment to deviate from the tutee’s actual learning outcome.

Besides the tendency to draw too heavily on one’s own knowledge, several biases can particularly account for a tutor’s overestimation of a tutee’s understanding. A self-concept of being an effective instructor, for example, might lead a tutor to expect large learning outcomes from the tutee. Subsequently, this tutor might tend to perceive and assess a high learning outcome in the tutee (cf. self-fulfilling prophecies, e.g., Fisseni, 1997; Hesse & Latzko, 2011). This tendency could be more pronounced for tutors who perceive small learning outcomes as threats to the own self-concept and related self-esteem (Rheinberg, 2002). Partially in line with Nickerson’s (1999) reasoning (see also Keysar, Barr, & Horton, 1998), Graesser, D’Mello, and Person (2009, p. 376) have identified five illusions of tutors (and tutees) about communication processes and cognitions. Accordingly, tutors believe that they and the tutee have a common understanding about what is being discussed (illusion of grounding). Tutors believe that a tutee’s feedback
about this tutee’s understanding is correct, although often it is not (*illusion of feedback accuracy*). Tutors believe that the tutee generally understands the intentions of a tutor’s contributions to the tutoring dialogue (*illusion of discourse alignment*). Tutors believe that the tutee has already understood much more in the course of tutoring than it is the case (*illusion of student mastery*). Finally, tutors believe that the tutee understands and learns whatever a tutor says (*illusion of knowledge transfer*). It is plausible to assume that these illusions also apply to the tutors studied in this doctoral thesis.

In the face of all these threats to assessment accuracy, Weinert and Schrader (1986) argue that informal educational assessments cannot and need not be perfectly accurate. They assume that assessments that are moderately biased in favor of the learner (i.e., overestimate learning outcomes) should have positive educational consequences for future learning. Nevertheless, they caution instructors to steadily monitor and correct their assessments as to avoid severe deviations in assessment accuracy. Similarly, Graesser et al. (2011) argue that tutors should be skeptical about their perceptions of a tutee’s understanding. Future research could help to disentangle which factors most severely affect a tutor’s assessments. Subsequently, measures could be developed or selected (e.g., Nickerson, 1999) that help tutors and other instructors to monitor and partially correct their assessments.

**Implications for Group-Based Instruction.** Thus, the effectiveness of tutoring could be enhanced by improving a tutor’s assessments. However, it seems unrealistic to expect perfectly accurate assessments from tutors (cf. also Graesser, Conley, & Olney, 2012). Finding that even tutors in one-on-one tutoring have difficulty in assessing a tutee’s understanding has implications for other instructional settings. The maximal accuracy with which a tutor can assess a tutee’s absolute understanding (under optimal conditions) might form a threshold for the accuracy that can be attained by instructors in group-based instruction, such as classroom instruction. Dealing with a group of learners obviously increases the challenges an instructor has to face (Feldon, 2007). Consequently, there is less opportunity and less capacity to assess the understanding of single learners. It can, thus, be assumed that the absolute assessment accuracy of tutors sets a limit to the absolute assessment accuracy that can be expected for instructors in group-based instruction.

This doctoral thesis yields further evidence for tutors’ difficulty in assessing a tutee’s understanding (cf., Chi et al., 2004; Graesser et al., 1995). Yet, uniquely it also emphasizes that the tutors showed some skills in formatively assessing a tutee’s
understanding. As has been suggested for research on personality judgment (Funder, 2012), it may be time to shift from detecting tutors’ deficits and limitations in educational assessments. Instead, effort could be spent on finding their strengths, such as existing skills in formative assessment. These strengths could, in turn, be supported to improve assessments (cf. Dünnebier et al., 2009). This doctoral thesis made a step in this direction by analyzing a tutor’s formative assessments and their relationships to learning outcomes and summative assessment. It made further steps in this direction by studying the assessment accuracy of tutors with varying levels of experience and by training tutors’ formative assessments.

**Influences on Assessments: Differences Between Experienced and Inexperienced Tutors**

Previous research has suggested that tutors with teaching experience are more accurate in assessing a tutee’s understanding than tutors without teaching experience (Dünnebier et al., 2009; Graesser et al., 2011; Mulholland & Berliner, 1992; cf. the section *Tutors’ Assessments*). Therefore, this doctoral thesis compares teacher tutors’ summative assessments with student tutors’ summative assessments (article 1, cf. also article 2; *Chapter 1*). Of course, teaching experience is a rather broad category to study differential influences on assessment accuracy. Consequently, a goal of the doctoral thesis also is to uncover factors that hide behind the concept of teaching experience.

To pursue this goal the first approach (i.e., studying influences of general characteristics on tutoring) and the second approach (i.e., studying the structures and processes of tutoring) to the study of tutoring sensu Graesser et al. (2011) were integrated into the design of the first study (see *Chapter 1*). This was done to obtain more information about the assessments of tutors than by employing only one approach. In this vein, first, teacher tutors’ and student tutors’ formative assessments of a tutee’s expressed knowledge deficits were studied as facets of a tutor’s actual behavior (article 2; see *Chapter 1*). Second, the doctoral thesis revealed results that point towards differences in cognitive processing between teacher tutors and student tutors.

*Teacher Tutors’ Versus Student Tutors’ Formative Assessments*

Tutees of teacher tutors uttered more knowledge deficits than tutees of student tutors. In line with prior research (e.g., Chae et al., 2005; Chi et al., 2008), teacher tutors and student tutors also differed in the amount of scaffolding and feedback as compared with correct
answers that they provided following a tutee’s expressed knowledge deficit. This
difference, in turn, significantly accounted for the teacher tutors’ more accurate
assessments in comparison with the student tutors’ assessments. Thus, the abstract concept
of teaching experience is, indeed, reflected in certain observable behaviors that are relevant
in assessing a tutee’s understanding.

**Teacher Tutors’ Versus Student Tutors’ Cognitive Processes**

Furthermore, prior research has implied that cognitive processes of tutors might vary as a
consequence of their level of teaching experience. For example, Graesser et al. (2009; 2011) have conjectured that experienced tutors likely are less prone to the illusions about
communication processes and cognition they identified (cf. the section *Summative Assessments – Tutors’ Limitations*). That is, experienced tutors might be better at meta-
cognitively monitoring their behavior. Research on expertise in other domains than
tutoring corroborates this conjecture. This research has found that experts in a particular
domain are better able than non-experts to self-monitor their behavior in their domain of
expertise (Dunning, Johnson, Ehrlinger, & Kruger, 2003; Zimmerman, 2006). To be able
to monitor their behavior, tutors, however, need free cognitive capacity at their disposal. In
this regard, studies on expertise in teaching have established that experienced teachers, as
compared with novice teachers, have automated basic teaching processes. Accordingly,
experienced teachers can spend more cognitive resources on complex activities such as
assessing learners’ understanding while monitoring their own behavior and thoughts than
can novice teachers (Feldon, 2007; see also Dünnebier et al., 2009).

Findings of this doctoral thesis suggest similar differences between cognitive
processes of teacher tutors and of student tutors. More precisely, it can be conjectured that
student tutors had less cognitive resources at their disposal than teacher tutors to assess a
tutee’s understanding and to monitor their own behavior and thoughts. Instead, student
tutors’ assessments were probably more impaired by social cognitive biases. These
interpretations are based on the following results.

First, student tutors were not only less accurate in assessing a tutee’s understanding
at the level of concepts but they also increasingly overestimated a tutee’s mental model in
the course of a tutoring session. Teacher tutors’ assessments of a tutee’s mental model, on
the contrary, became slightly more accurate in the course of a tutoring session (article 1;
see also article 2; *Chapter 1*). Thus, the student tutors might have been less able than the
teacher tutors to adjust their hypothetical model of the tutee’s knowledge towards the
tutee’s actual understanding (cf. Nickerson, 1999). Moreover, the student tutors might specifically have fallen prey to illusions of cognition and communication (Graesser et al., 2009) such as the illusion of student mastery and the illusion of knowledge transfer.

Second, student tutors were significantly worse at self-rating their assessment accuracy than were teacher tutors (article 1; see Chapter 1). Hence, they were possibly not able to spend as many resources on monitoring their assessments as teacher tutors. Of course, these conclusions await further empirical investigation. Future research could test for differences in cognitive strain between teacher tutors and student tutors, for example, by measuring cognitive load during tutoring (e.g., DeLeeuw & Mayer, 2008). Furthermore, tutors’ meta-cognitive monitoring could be examined with the help of think-aloud protocols (e.g., Klingner, 2004).

Practical Implications of Differences Between Teacher Tutors and Student Tutors
These interpretations also have practical implications. As highlighted above, it is assumed that teacher tutors have more cognitive capacity at their disposal during tutoring than student tutors. This difference between teacher tutors and student tutors is attributed to the teacher tutors’ expertise in teaching (cf. Dünnebier et al., 2009; Feldon, 2007; Zimmerman, 2006). To become an expert in a certain domain, however, it takes years of intensive practice (e.g., Ericsson, Krampe, & Tesch-Römer, 1993). Accordingly, the cognitive capacity of student tutors probably cannot be expanded easily to a reasonable extent. It would, thus, be very uneconomical to train student tutors’ overall teaching skills as to free up cognitive capacity and consequently enhance the student tutors’ assessments for common practical applications of tutoring (cf. Belzer, 2006).

To improve assessments for the purpose of tutoring, it might, however, not be necessary to train overall teaching skills. This is because tutors in private tutoring or parent tutoring often have relatively limited teaching tasks (Song, Park, & Sang, 2013; Whitehurst et al., 1988). These tasks can be assumed to be less complex than tasks of teachers in classroom instruction. Furthermore, tutors complete these tasks in a social situation that is also less complex than the situation in classroom instruction (cf., Feldon, 2007; Leutner, 2010).

For the purpose of tutoring, it might, consequently, be adequate to coach tutors in defined observable tutoring activities that have been found to foster assessments (cf. Graesser et al., 2012). Such a procedure would be much more economic for practical applications of tutoring. To do so, one option could be teaching tutors observable strategies
of formative assessment. These strategies were found to be central in assessing a tutee’s understanding (article 2; see Chapter 1). Moreover, as discussed above, teacher tutors were more accurate in summatively assessing a tutee’s understanding because they made use of these strategies to a larger amount. An approach to teaching tutors the application of strategies of formative assessment is discussed in the next section.

Training Inexperienced Tutors’ Assessments and Assessment Accuracy
In the second study (see article 3; Chapter 2) of this doctoral thesis, student tutors were trained to implement an interactive style of tutoring that comprised strategies of formative assessment such as scaffolding and giving feedback. The training method aimed at improving the tutors’ assessment accuracy. By experimentally manipulating activities of tutors, the study drew on the third approach to studying tutoring (i.e., manipulating tutoring activities) sensu Graesser et al. (2011).

Strengths and Limitations of the Training Method
Despite its brevity, the training method, indeed, succeeded in changing the tutoring style of the trained tutors. This was the case, although research has repeatedly reported that it is difficult to have tutors apply new instructional strategies (Bell, 2001; Belzer, 2006; Graesser et al., 2011). In this regard, the short computer-based training method was not only effective but also efficient.

The trained tutors, however, were not more accurate than the untrained tutors in summatively assessing the tutee’s understanding after tutoring. Instead, the trained tutors’ summative assessments were less accurate than the untrained tutors’ summative assessments, as a consequence of a more interactive style of tutoring. In the first study, on the contrary, teacher tutors’ summative assessments were more accurate than student tutor’s summative assessments because the teacher tutors implemented a more interactive style of tutoring that comprised formative assessment (see article 2; Chapter 1). Remember that in the second study (Chapter 2) both trained tutors and untrained tutors were student tutors. This contrast in results between the two studies of this doctoral thesis, thus, supports the interpretation that student tutors differ from teacher tutors with respect to cognitive processing (cf. the section Teacher Tutors’ Versus Student Tutors’ Cognitive Processes). As the trained tutors in the second study likely did not have teaching experience they presumably were cognitively overstrained when they implemented the newly learned strategies. Hence, the trained tutors might have lacked cognitive capacity to process (most)
information they gained from the tutee via formative assessment. Consequently, their summative assessments of the tutee’s understanding were even worse than the untrained tutors’ assessments (cf. article 3, Chapter 2).

**Implications for the Design of a Training Method**

What do these findings mean for the design of a training method that aims at fostering tutors’ assessment of a tutee’s understanding? As in the laboratory study by Chi et al. (2001), the short training method implemented in the second study was successful in changing actual tutoring behavior. Yet, in both cases, the desired changes in effect measures did not result. Based on the conclusions about differences in cognitive processes between teacher tutors and student tutors, it can be assumed that the trained student tutors lacked disposable cognitive capacity. Hence, they might have been unable to process the information gained by using the strategies of formative assessment (see previous section).

Accordingly, tutors could intensively practice the implementation of interactive strategies during the training phase until strategy use becomes an automatic process. Implementation of automatic processes requires minimal cognitive resources (Feldon, 2007). Thus, after practice, trained tutors might have enough cognitive capacity at their disposal to process the information gained from the tutee. As a consequence, trained tutors’ assessments might be enhanced (cf. Klauer, 1988; Friedrich & Mandl, 1992; Zimmerman, 2006). Such a training method, however, would be effortful in time and cost and, therefore, probably not feasible in the context of tutoring (Baker et al., 2000; Belzer, 2006; Graesser et al., 2011).

Nevertheless, field studies demonstrated promising results of training methods that were similarly short and economic as the training method applied in the second study of this doctoral thesis. The training methods in these field studies successfully enhanced the effectiveness of tutors in terms of a tutee’s learning (Arnold et al., 1994; Blom-Hoffman et al., 2006; Chow & McBride-Chang, 2003). These field studies differed from the procedure applied in the second study of this doctoral thesis and from the procedure applied by Chi et al. (2001) with regard to the time of measurement. Effects in the investigations by Arnold et al. (1994), Blom-Hoffman et al. (2006), and Chow and McBride-Chang (2003) were measured after several tutoring sessions. Thus, it might not be necessary to intensify the training itself. Instead, practicing an interactive style of tutoring during in vivo tutoring sessions could be sufficient to attain a different quality in the use of trained strategies. Consequently, trained tutors might excel untrained tutors in summatively assessing a
tutee’s understanding if measurement of summative assessment accuracy was carried out after more than one tutoring session.

Conclusion
This doctoral thesis examines tutors’ assessments of a tutee’s understanding from several angles using multiple approaches (cf. Graesser et al., 2011). It has revealed important results. It has found that tutors are, on average, at best moderately accurate in assessing a tutee’s understanding. This was particularly true for the tutors’ summative assessments. Thus, tutors obviously need not to be maximally skilled in assessing a tutee’s understanding for tutoring to be effective. Nevertheless, the tutors showed some skills in formatively assessing a tutee’s knowledge deficits. More formative assessment yielded more learning. Enhancing tutors’ assessment skills could, therefore, make tutoring even more effective. Teacher tutors were more accurate in summatively assessing a tutee’s understanding than student tutors on some measures. Hence, teaching experience, as a broad category, influences tutors’ assessment accuracy. More precisely, the difference in assessment accuracy between teacher tutors and student tutors was explained by teacher tutors’ prominent use of interactive instructional strategies to formatively assess a tutee’s understanding. Thus, the doctoral thesis has found an observable indicator of teaching experience that is relevant to a tutor’s assessments. In addition, it was possible to train student tutors to implement these interactive instructional strategies. However, the trained tutors’ assessments did not become more accurate than the assessments of untrained student tutors. This result is interpreted with respect to possible differences in cognitive processing between teacher tutors and student tutors. Less efficient cognitive processing by student tutors might have barred the interactive style of tutoring from entailing more accurate assessments. Consequently, the design of the training method and the timing of measurement should be examined in more detail.

In this doctoral thesis, tutors’ assessments were studied under laboratory conditions. To safeguard the external validity of the obtained findings, results should be validated under field conditions (Bortz & Schuster, 2010). To test the external validity of the findings, tutors’ assessments should also be investigated using other content domains. By having tutors teach the human circulatory system, in this doctoral thesis a conceptual content domain has been used. Hence, the results should particularly be validated with a procedural content domain such as problem solving in sub-domains of physics or mathematics (Chi et al., 2004).
Overall, this doctoral thesis contributes to understanding the mechanisms that are at work in tutoring. Results of this doctoral thesis can be conducive to making tutoring even more effective and efficient. Moreover, implications for other forms of instruction, such as classroom instruction, can be derived from the obtained results. This doctoral thesis, thus, provides important insight into the field of effective instruction. In doing so, it contributes to good education.
Summary

The goal of this doctoral thesis is to study instruction that is effective in terms of supporting school-aged students’ learning. This instruction, thus, contributes to good education. Instruction is of major interest because it can be modified to improve education. To do so, it is necessary to know as to what forms of instruction are effective. Moreover, it is necessary to know as to which mechanisms underlie these forms of instruction. One prominent form of effective instruction is one-on-one human tutoring. In this context, assessments and assessment accuracy of tutors are deemed central mechanisms with regard to the effectiveness of tutoring. However, these mechanisms have not been intensively studied yet. Therefore, this doctoral thesis investigates the assessments and the assessment accuracy of tutors. More precisely, two types of assessments are examined, namely, assessments that a tutor conducts continuously in the course of a tutoring session (i.e., formative assessment) and assessment that a tutor conducts after the completion of a tutoring session (i.e., summative assessment).

In this doctoral thesis, two empirical studies are reported. In both studies more knowledgeable tutors tutored school-aged tutees. It was assumed that tutors with teaching experience are more proficient in assessing a tutee’s understanding than tutors without teaching experience. In the first study, the influence of teaching experience on a tutor’s assessments was investigated empirically. That is, the assessment accuracy of tutors with teaching experience (i.e., teacher tutors) and the assessment accuracy of tutors without teaching experience (i.e., student tutors) were examined and compared with each other. In doing so, the relationship between a tutor’s formative assessments and a tutor’s summative assessments was analyzed. Moreover, the benefits of a tutor’s formative assessments for a tutee’s learning were investigated (see Chapter 1, articles 1 and 2). In the second study, it was experimentally tested whether the accuracy of student tutors’ assessments can be enhanced by a short training method that aimed at fostering an interactive style of tutoring. The idea for the design of the training method was that tutees more likely express their own understanding when tutors implement an interactive style of tutoring. Based on the additional information about their tutee’s understanding, tutors with an interactive style of tutoring should be better able to summatively assess the tutee’s understanding than tutors with a style of tutoring that is less interactive (see Chapter 2, article 3).

In the first study (cf. Chapter 1), it was found that tutors were, on average, at best moderately accurate in summatively assessing a tutee’s understanding. However, teacher
tutors were more accurate in summatively assessing their tutee’s understanding than were student tutors (cf. article 1). Furthermore, the first study showed that all tutors engaged in interactive instructional strategies to formatively assess their tutee’s understanding. More formative assessment, in turn, enhanced a tutee’s learning. Similarly, larger amounts of formative assessment yielded more accurate summative assessments of a tutee’s understanding. As in the case of summative assessments, teacher tutors and student tutors differed with regard to formative assessments. More precisely, teacher tutors more often engaged in strategies to formatively assess a tutee’s understanding than student tutors. This difference in the amount of formative assessments, moreover, accounted for the difference in summative assessment accuracy between teacher tutors and student tutors (cf. article 2).

The results of the first study indicate that tutors, generally, are not very proficient at summatively assessing a tutee’s understanding. Nevertheless, tutors do formatively assess a tutee’s understanding to some extent. As more formative assessments entailed more learning, it can be assumed that formative assessments, indeed, belong to the mechanisms that make tutoring effective. Enhancing formative assessments, therefore, might make tutoring even more effective. Moreover, the observation that formative assessments led to better summative assessments suggests that fostering a tutor’s formative assessments might yield more accurate summative assessments. Finally, teaching experience accounted for better assessments. More precisely, teacher tutors more often employed strategies of formative assessment than did student tutors. This difference also explained why teacher tutors produced more accurate summative assessments than student tutors. Obviously, a more intensive use of strategies to formatively assess a tutee’s understanding is an observable indicator of teaching experience.

The second study (cf. Chapter 2) showed that tutors, indeed, implemented a more interactive style of tutoring when they were trained in using the interactive instructional strategies of formative assessment that were observed in the first study. However, trained tutors’ summative assessments did not become more accurate than the summative assessments of untrained tutors. Instead, the trained tutors were less accurate than the untrained tutors in summatively assessing their tutee’s understanding. This unexpected result was explained by the fact that trained tutors more intensively engaged in an interactive style of tutoring than the untrained tutors.

The results of the second study are interpreted with respect to possible deficiencies in cognitive processing on the part of the tutors. The tutors in this study were not experienced in teaching. Thus, implementing the newly learned strategies might have put a
high burden on a tutor’s cognitive capacity. As a result, although the trained tutors elicited more information from their tutee by engaging in more interactive tutoring, they might not have been able to process this information appropriately. This interpretation explains why a more interactive style of tutoring failed to result in more accurate summative assessments. Consequently, the design of the training method could be modified. That is, the tutors’ processing of information that is gained from the tutee might be enhanced by practicing the strategies of formative assessment more intensively during the training phase. Additionally, the design of the study that had been conducted to analyze the effects of the training method could be changed. Specifically, the timing of summatively assessing a tutee’s understanding should be reconsidered. That is, the tutors’ processing of information might also be enhanced when the summative assessment is delayed and the tutors get the opportunity to practice the strategies of formative assessment during several sessions of in-vivo tutoring. As a consequence, trained tutors might, indeed, excel untrained tutors in accurately summatively assessing a tutee’s understanding.

By analyzing a tutor’s assessments, this doctoral thesis contributes to understanding the mechanisms that underlie tutoring. The obtained results can, moreover, be conducive to making tutoring even more effective. This doctoral thesis, thus, provides an important insight into the field of effective instruction.
Zusammenfassung


Die Ergebnisse der ersten Studie weisen darauf hin, dass Tutorinnen und Tutoren im Allgemeinen nicht sehr gut darin sind, summativ das Verständnis von Tutandinnen und Tutanden zu diagnostizieren. Dessen ungeachtet diagnostizieren Tutorinnen und Tutoren formativ das Verständnis einer Tutandin bzw. eines Tutanden zumindest in gewissem Maß. Da zudem mehr formative Diagnosen zu mehr Lernen führen, kann angenommen werden, dass diese formativen Diagnosen tatsächlich zu den Mechanismen zählen, die Tutoring effektiv machen. Tutoring könnte somit noch effektiver werden, wenn man das formative Diagnostizieren förderte. Da außerdem beobachtet wurde, dass formative Diagnosen bessere summativen Diagnosen nach sich zogen, kann weiterhin angenommen werden, dass verbessertes formatives Diagnostizieren genauere summative Diagnosen mit sich brächte. Schließlich war auch Lehrererfahrung relevant für bessere Diagnosen. Im Speziellen verwendeten Lehrkräfte häufiger Strategien formativer Diagnose als Studierende. Dieser


Die Ergebnisse der zweiten Studie werden in Bezug auf mögliche Unzulänglichkeiten in der kognitiven Informationsverarbeitung auf Seiten der Tutorinnen und Tutoren interpretiert. Diese Unzulänglichkeiten hängen möglicherweise damit zusammen, dass die Tutorinnen und Tutoren in dieser Studie keine Lehrerfahrung besaßen. Die gerade gelernten Strategien umzusetzen mag daher die kognitive Kapazität der Tutoren stark beansprucht haben. Obwohl die trainierten Tutorinnen und Tutoren mehr Informationen von ihrer Tutandin bzw. ihrem Tutanden gewannen, waren sie in der Folge möglicherweise nicht in der Lage, diese Informationen angemessen zu verarbeiten. Auf diese Weise kann erklärt werden, warum ein interaktiver Tutoringstil nicht zu genaueren summativen Diagnosen führte. Eine Konsequenz, die aus dieser Interpretation gezogen werden kann, wäre es, das Design des Trainings abzuwandeln. Genauer gesagt, könnten die Tutorinnen und Tutoren die von ihrer Tutandin bzw. ihrem Tutanden gewonnenen Informationen möglicherweise besser verarbeiten, wenn sie die Strategien formativen Diagnostizierens intensiver während der Trainingsphase übten. Zusätzlich könnte das Design der Studie verändert werden, die durchgeführt worden war, um die Trainingseffekte zu analysieren. Spezifischer, würde die Informationsverarbeitung der Tutorinnen und Tutoren möglicherweise auch verbessert, wenn die summative Diagnose später erfolgte und wenn die Tutorinnen und Tutoren so die Gelegenheit erhielten, die Strategien formativen Diagnostizierens während mehrerer realer Tutoringsitzungen zu üben. Im Ergebnis übertrafen die trainierten Tutorinnen und Tutoren die untrainierten
eventuell tatsächlich darin, das Verständnis ihrer Tutandin bzw. ihres Tutanden summativ genau zu diagnostizieren.
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